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THE COURT: -\'Te \'Jill proceed at this time.

This is a preliminar;)" heari..n,g on behalf' of the Common-

'wealth. Trooper James R. Hal"ris: Jr'.: of the Pennsyl-

vania State Police, Bal"raclcs at SVliftvlater, Pennsyl-

vania, has charged --

HR. GOLDSTEIN: \{e viill vlaive the reading

of the complaint.

MR. vffiSTERVELT: vTe will do the same.

TIili COURT: The tviO defendants: John

Thomas Draper and Wortley Andrew Wright, Jr., and both

the attol"neys have 1wived the reading of the complaints.

Attorney Matergia --

MR. GOLDSTEIN: We move to sequester the

Commonwealth witnesses.

MR. vffiSTERVELT: We join in that motion.

~ffio D'lliTERGIA: Discretion of the Court.

THE COURT: Yes, we will allow that, to

sequester the witnesses who are not testifying.

All the witnesses who are not testifying

',7ill have to step outside. You are being sequestered.

You will be call ed in one at a t 1me .

1ilR. WESTERVELT: Before the viitnesses

leave, Squire, I 1'7ould ask that you instruct the

witnesses that when one is done and comes outside he

or she should not discuss his testimony vlith the others.



THE COURT: So be it.

You understand that?

\IJLLIAM BEAI'i, having been first dul3T

slVorn, I'Jas exa.mined, and testified as fall Oi'JS :

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. I:JATERGIA:

Q

A

Q

A

-viould you give your name to the Court, please.

\Iilliam Bea.m, B-e-a-m.

Mr. Beam, where are you employed?

rIm employed with Bell Telephone Company of

Pennsyl vania, located in Conshohocken, Pennsy1 v"nia.

Q

A

And, in what capacity?

I am security manager for Bell of Pennsylvania

and Diamond State telephone companies.

Q Did you have the occasion during the month of

October, 1977, to investigate suspected phone fraud in

lilonroe County?

A I did.

Q And, "ould you describe the nature of your

investigat ion?

\.

A

Q

gat ion?

rIm sorry. Would you --

\'!ould you describe the nature of your investi-
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Starting October 14 I had received information

(

that John Draper was located in Pennsylvcnia somewhere

in the 717 area. On the 17th the identity of a tele

phone number where John Draper was supposedly residing

was established, and on October 19 an investigation

commenced. On that date a dialed number recorder was

placed on the telephone number that was subscribed to

by Andrew Wright. Telephone calls were identified

that Were 800 codes going to various subscribers or

customers in different parts of the country, inasmuch,

Florida and Iowa, as an example. It was known --

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Objection as to what was

known.

BY MR. MATERGIA:

A All right. The telephone exchange where the

telephone service for Andrew Wright is dial pulse only

or rotary dial only, and through the equipment and

the accesses to the 800 numbers it was identified that

the

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Objection to what was

identified. That is, again, a conclusion.

BY MR. MATERGIA:

A The 800 numbers that were accessed for

specific entered a dimensioned PBX. And, a dimensioned

PBX has the capability of reseizure of an out-WATS
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number, ~hich provides a second dial tone. And, to

extend that call to a ne~ location, touch tone is

employed. The pen register -- and I referred to that

prior as a dialed number recorder -- decoded the

rotary dialed numbers or pulses, identifying the exact

800 codes that ~ere seized.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Is that in Oourt, by the

~ay, that pen register?

THE WITNESS: No, it's not.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: The data? Because, other-

~ise I object to anything in your testimony as to the --

THE WITNESS: The data is here.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Good.

BY MR. MATERG IA:

A The calls ~ere then extended using touch tone,

~hich is not provided in the central office to the

telephone service provided to ,.~ndrew -wright. Touch

tone is foreign to that exchange.

At the same time, the pen register was

decoding calls that followed the seizure of the 800

number, five additional digits, ~hich was entering and

breaking the security code to that particular equip-

ment. By breaking that security code, it then provided

the second dial tone with the ability by touch tone to

extend the call to any given point.
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One particular callan the 19th, again,.
was extended to Iowa. That terminated in the ESS,

which is electronic switching center. It is a Number

1 long line toll switcher. The number that was accessed

provided a tone, and in this circumstance it is used

for long line toll testing from one long line toll

switcher to another. This particular code tha.t was

accessed cut in on a tone. At the same time, if

another party were to call that number a second time,

a conference circuit would be provided. This particular

switching center -- this particular number is used

only for the Bell System. It is used for testing.

And, it is a proprietary code used for the Bell System,

not for conferencing by the normal subscriber. The

code is not known by normal subscribers.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Objection as to what

people know or don't know. That has to be stricken.

THE COURT: I will sustain that objec-

tion.

BY l'ilR. IvlATERG IA:

A This code was accessed more than once during

the investigation. With the pen register this piece

of equipment has the capability of not only identifying

rotary dialed numbers, it has the capability of

identifying and decoding touch tone and it also has
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the capability of decoding multi frequency toneS.

Multi frequency tones are not provided. again. in the

switching office where Andrew Wright subscribes to.

This office, again, has only rotary dial.

The night of the 19th. calls were placed

into 800 in-WATS numbers subscribed to again by

different parties. At that point the pen register

identified and decoded the frequency of the 2.600 cycle

tone. which is used :for -- and is used as a control

feature on our toll switching train between -- trunk

to trunk. The pen register identified that tone

emanating from the telephone service subscribed to

Andrelv Hright. And, it decoded a key pulse floequenc;l,

whic11 opens and unlocks the gate the same as an operator

would employed by the Bell System as a long distance

And, then multi frequency tones were

received. identified and decoded. The last frequency

that was identified was an St or start, which is the

command signal for all of those frequencies to emanate

out over the network and control the SWitching. These

tones aloe accessible through a device that is commonly

called a blue box. It is a unit that is portable or

foreign, again, to that office in Cresco. And, at the

same time multi frequency tone is used only betvieen
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trunk to trunk over the Bell System switching network

or by an operator accessing those particular type of

trunks. They are not provided to any subscriber.

Subscribers are provided rotary dial or

touch tone. At the same time, again I'm referring back

to the 19th, it was assumed by myself that the exchange

area of Cresco was selected, which is a step by step

of'fice. It is Opel"ator number identified, as vie refer

to it, ONI. This means that a person within that

exchange al"ea that dials a long distance call or that

vlould dial one and place a long distance call Iwuld

place the call by dialing, and then an operatolo viould

come on the telephone and would ask what your number

is. And, a subscribel" Iiould then give their telephone

number that is so identified on the telephone so that

the operator would then place that number by key pulsing

it into our computer f'or billing purposes.

I assume, as the security manager and as

a security agent working this case, that this exchange

area vias picked, that the type of telephClne service vias

picked, that third number billing would be used should

toll charges occur, and at the Same time to totally

avoid identit~T.

MRo GOLDSTEIN: Objection.

MR. WESTERVELT: This is purely his
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conjecture, as far as I understand ~hat he is saying.

Is that correct?

THE WITNESS: No, it is not. If I may

continue --

MR. WESTERVELT: Well, I object to any

conjecturing about ~hat he assumed ~as being done. If

it~as done he can say that.

THE COURT: All right. You limit your-

self to ~hat you know

Would you continue.

BY MR. l~TERGIA:

have kno~ledge of is done.

A The calls that were placed the afternoon of

the 19th, there were four calls that were accessed

into the 800 codes. At that point calls were extended

through those 800 codes -- having received the second

dial tone as I had referred to, and ~ere extended.

One call went to the 415 area, the ans~ering service.

And, the telephone, as it ~as so identified as --

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Objection as to whose

phone it is. Objection as to answering service. It

is hearsay.

BY MR. MATERGIA:

A The second number went to New York, and the

third also went to the NPA area of California. At

that time, approximately 3:30 to four o'clock on the
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19th, I asked that a manual readout of the A~lli, which

is automatic message accounting, tape be read to

identify the same call or calls thst were decoded by

this pen register.

I spoke -- or the conversation was with

Don Ransom, who is the wire chief or central office

foreman located at Stroudsburg. The tape was manually

read, and it was for billing purposes, not the tele-

phone number of Andrelv Hright, but it was the telephone

number --

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Again I would object.

Is that person here to testify today?

BY j1R. j1ATERGIA:

Q Did you have the occasion to examine this

manual readout?

I..to I -- yes, I have seen the -- I have read it.

We have it. The--

MR. GOLDSTE IN:

BY i'm. MATERGIA:

Is it he re?

Q You have it with you here?

A Yes -- that it went to another telephone

subscriber. The second and the third also have been

identified on that tape, and they went to two other

subscribers.

I talkeo with one of the SUbSC1"ibers.
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At no time --

MR. vlliSTERVELT: I object.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Objection.

BY MR. MATERGIA:

Q You can't get into what he said.

A Fine. It was identified through this readout.

That third number billing and third number identifica

tion was being used. By this toll, interrogations

were started on the 800 codes that were being decoded.

Also that particular number -- or those numbers that

were manually read were also interrogated on the com

puter. At the -- in addition, a file print edit \,as

run of every telephone access, one -- or long distance

call that was placed from the Cresco central office

covering the period of October 19 through the 22nd,

inclusive.

Matches of the calls placed from the

telephone of Andrew Wright were identified and are

still being identified as to the billable or party that

by the computer Was placing the calls, if that is

clear at that point.

Surveillance was conducted of the loca

tion where l,ndrevl v!right, John Draper vlere living, on

the dates of the 18th and 20th. That person is here

who ran that surveillance identifying the motor
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vehicles that were at that location.

The calling from the telephone, the 19th,

ran approximately -- starting at 2:10 that afternoon

until 5:28 -- I can be ten minutes off -- the following

mQrning. There were sporadic stops and periods of

stops, but the phone calls and to the same type of

telephone numbers that I had just described 'Vlere being

accessed. And, at the same, the codes that were being

decoded, the pen register was identifying that, five

digit security codes were being accessed into the

PBX'S, or dimensional PBX computers.

The SUbsequent day, the 20th, the calls

were approximately of the same starting frame, two or

-- it 'Vias after two a I clock, but it was sometime early

that afternoon. And, again the calls continued through

until after two o'clock in the morning.

The same for the next day. And, on the

22nd there were calls placed. I think the first i-Jas

around noontime, and then again an 800 call 'Vias placed

giving access to a second dial tone where that call

was then extended over an out-WATS condition.

There was a total of 165 calls accessed

during the period of time. And, that is excluding

some local calls that were placed. To have accessed

from the same points to the same -- or from the same
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paint to the same terminating locations, be it Cali-

fornia or be it Iowa, under the tariff of both

the PUC and the FCC for billing purposes -- but those

calls amounted to $632 and some odd cents, counting

the federal tax -- or including the federal tax.

The night of the 20th there was one

applique of 2,600 cycle tone, again, a reseizure of

that tone, possibly five or six times. And, it was

follOlving the 19th. Okay, Your Honor? That the morn

ing of the 20th through the request authorization -

or the authorization request that the company -- the

la1li department of our company -- that that afternoon

of the 20th the dialed number recorder, which is

theoretically or conceptually the same as a computer

in its abilities to identify and decode, it was con

nected and activated to a recorder -- or it was con

nected to a recorder. With a capability of stereo,

"I-Je had the capability of placing on one channel the

computer time announcement. The recorder does not

activate on any legit imate or dialed diloect call that

would be placed over the net"lwrk. It will activate

only if it identifies the foreign 2,600 cycle tone

emanating from a subscriber's residence or from that

telephone to the subscriber.

And, it was the evening of the 20th at
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aPPl'oxi;l1ately 8:;1 p.I1. that tlle maciline did identify

tile 2,600 cycle tone beil~ applied over the network

over the 800 circuit tilat bad been seized. And, the

recorder did activate on its own. The office vas

unattended, the equipment being locked and secured

in an electronic room that has access only to the

three parties that are here today.

And, a vaice interception 11as made. The

total seizure of the unit was 120 seconds. It did

identify tones emanating out over the network. It did

identify t1Vo parties talking.

And, then the final switching, and a

called party at the distant end did answer.

On the 21st -- it was on the 22nd through

the senior security agent, John Eizenhouth, who has

the locality assignment of the entire Pocono area

including the Stroudsburg area. Contact was made ta

the District Attorney's office and to the state police,

and a meeting took: place the afternoon of the 21st.

A review of the evidence was made. The

mOloning of the 22nd, through Pennsylvania State Trooper

James Harris, a meeting took place at the District

Magistrate's office. and papers were drawn by the

Magistrate's office for botb searcb warrant and for

specific charges.



Q

________ LQ

Did you have the occasion to search a premises

located at Canadensis?

A

police.

Q

A

I accompanied that search with the state

Where was this premises located?

It was located outside of Canadensis off of

Bear Creek Road, if my recall is right, Fern or Fern

Hill Lane in "Ihat is lmmw as the Haril1et, Price County,

]';1onroe County.

Q

A

Q

A

Price Tounship?

Price Tounship.

Did you enter the premises?

I entered the premises following the state

police and follo"ling Trooper Harris presenting the

search warrant and the papers.

Q wnat happened upon entering the premises?

A lilien I entered, there was a computer directly

in line l'lith the sliding glass door. Andre"l -vlright

was pl"eSent. At the opposite end of the room Vias a

computer that uas not enhoused. It "las on a desk

table. There were cassette tapes adjacent to it, and

the1"e lias different paper, pa1"aphernalia and items.

Q 1[e1"e you able to deterwine 'l'lhether any of

this equipment ,;as in an operable sta.ge?

A Both computers Viere in an operable stage.



Andre"l] Hrig11t turned his equipment on. I believe it

"lJas already Ol, with 8 visual display on the video

screen. It was off when I saw it.

Andl"e"ll vlright sat dOvlD and put a cassette

(

tape on it, and a displa3T did come on the video tape.

The other unit was connected to the AC electric. At

the same, it was hal"d wired to the telephone connecting

terminal. The equipment, as I immediately entered,

"lWS identified by AndreH Vlright as being his equipment.

And; he did identify the other equipment as being

John'S.

HR. GOLDSTEIN: Objection.

THE COURT: State your objection.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Ask Mr. Draper.

THE COURT: I didn't rule on this, and

I want to hear --

HR. GOLDSTEIN: Objecting to a statement

one defendant made after he was in custody regarding

the other defendant. That is inadmissible.

THE COURT: Isn't there an exception to

the hearsay

I.ffi. GOLDSTEIN: Certainl y is.

T}lli COURT: That is.an exception, though.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: After they are arrested

there is no conspiracy statements of co-conspirators.
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During the course of an arrest conspiracy may be

ad~itted into eVidence. HOwever, once a person is

arrested, conspiracy ends. Therefore, any statement

made 1Duld come under the loule of North Carolina versus

Pierce, which says that no statements of co-defendants

may be admitted into evidence against another 00-

defendant to implicate that defendant, but may only oe

admitted into evidence as against the maker of the

statement. So, I therefore am objecting to any state-

ments Mr. Wright may have made after he was in custody

which may affect Mr. Draper.

THE COURT: Was he under arrest at this

time? He was under arrest.

MR. V~TERGIA: You are being asked a

question.

THE COURT: Was he

THE 'WIT~lliSS: Yes, he was.

THE COURT: I '\-1111 sustain the objection.

I am not familiar with the case that is

being cited.

BY MR. II~TERGIA:

A Later, as the items were being marked for

identification and tagging and boxing by Trooper James

Harris, John Draper requested that care be taken of

his equipment and of his cassette tapes.



Q Did ll.e identify the equipment "111ich you

refer to as his?

A At that time Trooper Harris was in the process

~ffi. GOLDSTEIN: Objection. He is not

answering. The question requires yes or no.

THE COURT: I think he is answering the

question.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Requires a yes or no

answer, Your Honor.

BY MR. 1I1ATERGIA:

A

Q

Yes, he did.

And, hO,1 did he do that? Go ahead. You may

( continue testifying.

A In addition -- Trooper Harris was boxing and

tagging the equipment -- and was placing it in boxes.

There was a discussion on taking the equipment out to

a police van that was outside. And, it was at this

time that John Draper, looking, asked that the care be

taken of this equipment. In addition, John Dl"aper had.

requested, and permission vias granted by Trooper

Harris, to place a telephone call. He needed a number,

and he asked -- he asked if permission could be granted

to go into his bedroom to get his number -- or get

this number. Permission vias gloanted, and Trooper

Harris had anothel" trooper accompany hili1 to the door;)a~".



It became out of my sight while that vias done.
20

It vias,

also during the search b',T
"

Trooper Harris of that room !

that papers

MR. GOLDSTBIl;: I am going to object.

He said it vias :::Jut :::Jf his sight, Your Hon:::Jr.

THE "VHTl'lliSS: No -- 'Ivell, this Vias later.

That was identified by the request with what I just

lilent thl"Ough.

l'm. GOLDSTE IN:

testimony be stricken.

I ask that all this

(

THB COURT: Just a minute, noVi.

rm. I'lATERGIA: I think you h8ve changed

sUbjects, and ;/ou have confused both counsel and

Squire.

THE WITNESS: Yes, I did.

THE COURT: Let I s go back whe re he vlent

in to get a number. He Was accompanied by a tr:::Joper,

l"ight? Ol<:ay. Novl.

BY MR. l':lATERGIA:

A Right up to the point of not getting his tapes

damp and his equipment da,mp, John Draper vias identify-

ing, you know, his equipment, you know, as his, that

was on the desk table.

Ttlli COURT: As opposed to anything else

that was there. Is that right?
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THE WITNESS: Yes, as opposed to anything

else that was there.

MR. MATERGIA: 1,Ihy don't vie st op at .this

point and mark some things for identification. That

will probably help to identify what we are doing.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: vmy don't we also refer

to a property receipt.

THE COURT: Are you entering this as

Exhib it A?

MR. lfillTERGIA: I am asking that that be

marked -- why don't you mark it on the back as C-l,

and we will use C.

THE COURT: C-l?

MR. lfillTERGIA: Yes. You can m6rk this

one C-2, this photograph, C-3.

MR. WESTERVELT: While you are doing

that --

(Thereupon a discussion was held off the

record.)

THE COURT: Ralph, we have eliminated,

what, 4 and 5 there. Do you want to just go on with

these?

MR. lf~TERGIA: Yes, just these three.

Those other ones we don't need, I don't believe.

Where are those three?
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HR. GOLDSTbIN: Identif"y your equipment.·

BY MR. j'1.ATbRGIA:

I hand you what has been identified as

Commonvlealth's Exhibit Number 1, and ask if you 'liould

identify that, please.

A This is a mini-computer vlith component part s,

which was identif"ied as John Draper's.

Q Now, in referring to your prior testimony,

you indicated that there was a setup located near the

glass entl"anCe and another one lOCated at another part

of the room. To which does that identify, if any?

...

A

room .

This ,wuld be at the extreme far end of that

MR. GOLDSTEIN: May I see the photo,

please. Olmy. I have seen it already. Thani: you.

T¥~ COURT: This was equipment identif"ied

as John Draperfs?

TIill wIT~illSS: Yes.

THE COURT: Olcay.

BY HR. J.li\.TERGIA:

Q And, I hand you COl11TI1omlealth f s Exhibit Number

2, and ask if you will identify that photo.

A This ldas the equipment the.t 'Has identified by

Andre'·1 vrrigbt as his equipment.

Q ~'Jh8 re I,va.s t ha t e. quipment' 1 oca.te d?
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As ~{ClU iL1Eled.iatelZ,'- ceme UIJ the stair rise to i

the sec~nd level g~ing through the sliding double door,

it is directly in front of you.

And, handing you Co~monwealth's Exhibit 3,

could you identify that?

A This is the telephone connecting -- connector,

wall-mounted directly in -- directly across from the

equipment identified as John Dloaper rs. That equipment

was wired, as this picture shows, to the telephone

service. The telephone elent ovelO onto a stand, and

then this proceeded back to the central office.

And, are those three photos that I handed you

fair and accurate representations of what you observed?

A

Q

Very aCCllloate. They -- yes.

Now, you referred in your testimony to hard

wiring at one point. v[ould you explain what that

means.

A An electronic device, blue box, can be audible

or acoustically placed on the Bell S~rstem nete/ork

through the telel)hone, or it can be metall ically elil"ed

directly to the telephone f'acility. And, hard wire

this was wired directly to the telephone facility.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Heans it was hooked up?

THE lHTlIESS: Ye s .

MR. t~TERGIA: I move the admission of
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COY;1lTIomJealth's Exhibits 1: 2 and 3.

TIrE: COURT: It has been admitted.

~m. GOLDSTEIN: Are they exhibits of

this Court?

IvIR. l1ATERGIA: I don't understand.

~fii. GOLDSTEIN: In other words, they are

not going to be returned to the state police, they

will now be exhibits of this Court?

MR. r.iATERGIA: They will be exhibits of

this Court, and they will be available at any other

proceeding, if the Commonwealth provides.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: They will be filed with

the Court. Is that right?

I,m. JvlATERGIA : The y 1"1 ill not be file d

with the transcript. They will be returned to the

CDmmomleal th.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: But, my understanding,

if they are exhibits they "Hill be public and vie I·lill

have the right to examine them at any time. Is that

1m. MATERGIA: Certainly, you do have

that loight.

Admitted?

THE COURT: Yes.

HR. IlliTERGIA: Thank you.
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One moment, please.

(Thereupon a discussion was held off the I

loecolod.)

BY 1m. l1.ATERGIA :

Q Did you have the occasion to inspect this

equipment, Mr. Beam?

A

Q

I did.

And, in your examination were you able to

ascertain the capabilities of this equipment?

A I accompanied Trooper Harris over to Bell

Laboratories in New Jersey.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: I object. He is not

answering the question. It requires a yes or no

answer, can he tell if the capabilities of the equip

ment aloe --

THE COURT: Answer yes or no.

BY 1m. 11.ATERGIA:

To a degree, yes~A

Q vlhat aloe the capabilities?

MR. GOLDSTEIN: I object, unless it is

within the development of the expertise.

THE COuHT: I am going to overrule your

objection. He has been -- \,ell, he has clualified

himself as an expert in this field.

HR. GOLDSTEIN: I object, Your H::mor,
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that he has nat qualified himself. He has merely

given his title; and there are no evidences as to his

qualifications, background, training or experience.

MR. iVlATERGIA: May vie continue?

THE COURT: Yes, go ahead.

BY Iffi. MATERGIA :

Q

A

Q

You may continue.

"\<lould you reasl{ that question, please?

I am aslcing vJhat are the capabil ities of the

equipment that you had occasion to inspect.

A This equipment is capable of storing and

releasing rotary dial pUlses, touc11 tone frequencies,

the identification of 2,600 multi f1"equency tones,

key pulse and start frequencies. It has the capa-

bil it ies of st oring and then l"el eas ing 800 code s as

identified by our pen register.

Q Here you able to ascertain l]hether, in fact,

this equipment did perform such a function?

A It has performed --

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Objection.

THE COURT: Your objection

MR. GOLDSTEIN: It requires a yes or no

answer, not saying what it has or has not done.

MR. MATERGIA: Wait a second. Let's

all 0"\,] Geo1°ge to reenter the hearing.
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(Thereupon a discussion ~as held off the

record.)

1m. WESTERVELT: Sorry.

THE COURT: Do you want to repeat your

question and objection?

We had an objection to the question --

last question.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: I didn't object to the

question. I objected to the answer.

THE COURT: Well, let's start with the

question again, please.

BY HR. MATERGIA:

Q I think the question was whether, in fact,

this equipment -- i-1e1"e you able to ascertain whether

this equipment did, in fact, perform in accordance

i'lith the capabilities that you have just

MR. lmSTERVELT: Now, I am going to object

to that question. I don't knOW what equipment he is

tall{ing 8.bout. vve have a laundry l.ist of equipment

here. There is a page and a half.

THE COURT: All right. Let's qualify

that.

BY MR. HATERGIA:

Q would you describe the nature or your investi-

gation ilith respect to this equipment.
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At the present time the computer and some of

the tapes identified as John Draper's has, as I

previously described, the capabilities of emitting

the touch tone frequencies, the rotary dial pulses,

the storing and releasing of the 800 codes into 800

in-WATS, and likewise the identification of the

security codes, the seizure into the out-WATS of

these dimensional PBXfs.

The test has been -- the test substantiates

that seizure to the in-WATS down at Florida was success-

ful through the computer.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: I object because this is

a test that he gave referring to something that we

know nothing about. I think the answer is just too

vague. vJhat test, whose test, vlhat calls? I think I

object to that answer.

BY MR. MATERGIA:

Q Why don't you explain yourself.

Mri. GOLD,STEIN: Doesn't say anything.

BY MR. J.1ATERGIA:

A Trooper Harris, James Dunne, a security agent

working with me, we and Jel"ry Orner, a security agent,

went to Bell Telephone Laboratories with this equip-

ment.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Is this witness present?
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THE IJITNE33: Hyself. I Has one of the

four, yes.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Okay.

BY rrn. N.lATERG IA :

A Ken Hopper, Walter Heintze of Bell Laboratories

the name skips me -- a federal agent from the Hoover

Building of Ij[ashington, D. C. Has also present.

This equipment, having previously been

tagged and marked by tape by Trooper Harris, as to all

of the interconnecting plugs and the hard wire, was

reassembled. And, by the photograph that "\~as shovJn

this afternoon, a mock-up of that equipment vias

established.

rrn. vJESTERVELT: Now, you are talking

about the, Hhat, Apple computer, identified as John

Draper's?

THE WITNESS: I am talking about the

Apple keyboard and the 0-1 exhibit, I think it was, of

John Dl'ape 1" S

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Okay, 0-1.

THE WITlillSS: May I look at the photo

graph to be certain of that?

C-1-

THE COURT: Okay.

BY NR. MATERGIA:
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The video screen, vlhile I ,-Jas standing ObSel"v:-

ing, the technicians used the cassette tapes and

programmed into the computer, and then using a visual

display, recalled from the computer the intelligence

of the 800 codes. Some of these 800 codes were the

same that the pen l"egister decoded, the l'i.ATS extenders

and the key pulse and the multi frequency data. It is

at that point we left.

And, these two gentlemen, Ken Hopper and

Walter Heintze, are here today with documents. I was

told by these two gentlemen --

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Let's have them testify.

MR. MATERGIA: Well, we will let them

testify as to '-Jhat their findings Here.

BY HR. MATERGIA :

Q What was the capabilities, do you know the

capabilities of the equipment referred to as, I believe

it is, C-2 -- Commonwealth1s Exhibit 2?

A Only Mr. Hopper and i-Talter Heintze has that.

I do not.

MR. MATERGIA: One moment, Squire.

(Thereupon a discussion was held off the

record. )

BY MR. MATERGIA:

Q Mr. Beam, Hhat other equipment did you have
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the occasion to discover on the day of the search?

A I again accompsnied Trooper Harris. In the

bedroom that John Draper identified as his, the dresser

the bottom drawer, there were manila folders and other

written data. This all had reference to --

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Objection as to what it

had. Has to have evidence of the data itself.

BY MR. MATERGIA:

A This evidence contained terminology of the

Apple computer of John Draper's, also many telephone

names -- numbers, component parts on a table, many

integrated circuits, Ie units. And, I believe the

figure was eight small black plastic boxes with three

red buttons on the units, small speakers. And, these

were approximately the size of a pack of ciga.rettes

slightly smaller perhaps than a pack of cigarettes.

There was --

Is there a common terminology that is attached

to this equipment that you're just referring to?

The buttons -- yes. The component parts, the

makings of red boxes. There was different notes that

described duties of John, Andy, Judy. There was a

list on a pad -- or on a clipboard of names and tele-

phone numbers, and it said something similar to those

invited.
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MR. GOLDSTEIN: Again I object, Your

Honor. If we have this evidence in Court, we can see

it. In fact, we demand it be produced because we wauld

like to see it because saying something similar to ar

something like is not evidence.

THE COURT: Do you have it he re with

you?

THE WITrillSS: It's in custody of the

state pol ice.

NR. lf2STERVELT: I 1,auld like ta add,

for my two cents \Iorth, that vie are really getting way

off the point here. I think that 90 percent of this

last five minutes was even completely irrelevant.

MIL lI1ATERGIA: Squire, I vlould like to

have a five or ten -- about a five minute recess

THE COURT: All right. Okay.

Iill. BATERGIA: - - 1, ith my 1:1itnes s .

Perhaps I can clear up some of where we are going

llitl1 this.

HR. GOLDSTEIN: \{ell, I 1'lould object.

MR. MATERGIA: You object to it?

11m. GOLDSTEIN: Yes, I think so, if you

want to talk 1'iith him about his testimony.

T~~ COURT: All right. You are trying

to shorten this, you are trying to shorten the hearing,
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is that your point?

MR. r<IATERGIA: Believe me.

THE COURT: It will benefit everybody.

I am going to grant a recess.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: I ivoul d 1 ike to exam ine

the items seized. I have a right to examine in a

prelioinary hearing according to the rules. The

Supreme Court said I can.

THE COURT: All right. Okay. Let's go

ahead so we can expedite this hearing.

MR. WESTERV1i::LT: Maybe "Ie can talk. about

the logist ics of this before 'de breale \fhat is your

plan?

THE COURT: \fell, Vie haven I t heard.

rm. I\lATERGIA: I don't see any -- we

are going to have to take another hearing.

THE COURT: Well, I think you will.

You OlUY had one witness, and he is not finished yet.

So, 'He "Jill probably 11ave to.

lim. liATERGIA: Hay I make a suggestion

that we --

Tlill COURT: Break at five and continue?

1m. r,iATERGIA: Please.

THE COURT:

I-IR. \,'lESTERVELT: Stal"t anotl1el" mOl')ning
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THE COURT: We are trying to schedule

this as far as we can at the cJnvenience of everyone.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Well, just go all night,

Judge.

THE COURT: No way.

tffi. GOLDSTEIN: You are all lucky. You

go in Lancaster County where they start at eight and

stop maybe at eight.

(Thereupon a recess was taken.)

MR, GOLDSTEIN: Judge, I am going to

move to strike his testimony because of violation of

the sequestration order. They were going over docu

ments. I move to strike his testimony.

tffi. tW.TERGIA: I would oppose the motion.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Sequestration order of

this Court has the same validity of any other Court.

THE COURT: Well, the purpose of this

was you were just talking to him outside. Is that

right?

lfill. lfLATERGIA: I was looking j,Jhere 'de

could shortcut his testimony as it relates to possessory

offenses.

HR. GOLDSTEIN: viell, they ,Jere going

over somB documents, Your Honor. One man ,Jas showing
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or tal Icing about certain papers. I don't kJ.10vl what

they were talking about.

ltil o }~TERGIA: I reviewed with this

vJitness a documentation which is called pen register.

No, that is nat -- computer printout.

THE COURT: And, that was the only

thing that you discussed?

MR.lllATERGIA: That is right. I want to

know what that relates to his testimony about capabili-

ties. He has already testified to what that shows

about whether their equipment was, in fact, capable

of intervening the system.

THE COURT: Right.

MR. MATERGIA: If I am saying that in

some form of lay language.

I,m. GOLDSTEIN: Who were the gentlemen

that you were discussing it with?

MR. 11ATERGIA: The two gentlemen that he

indicated were present during .that demonstration or

examination. Wait, I will have the names for you.

BY MR. MATERGIA:

Q I believe one is Mr. Hopper, and the other i3

Jilr. Heintze?

A Ye 3, sir.

ltil o 1·~TERGIA: Those three gentlemen ,Iere
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ploesent.

THE COURT: I am going to overrule your

objection at this point, and we will proceed. Let's

just talk it is almost five, 20 minutes of five.

Let's decide what we are going to do. Now, a lot of

these people are traveling quite a distance. Would it

be better to break for dinner and come back and finish

telnight? Think we can get done tonight? Are there

any --

!1R.. HATERGIA: vJell, I have got niattelos

t ~'''t '1' .o aG~enU 0 ~1lS evenlng. I have got two meetings

to be in. All right. Only one that has a problem.

11R. vffiSTERVELT: I have a problem, too,

but I Can adjust it.

THE OOURT: Oan you possibly adjust yours,

Ralph?

MR. MATERGIA: I 1dll have to make some

calls. You Hant to conclude?

11R. lffiSTERVELT: lilly don't you?

(Thereupon a discussion was held off the

record.)

THE COURT: Let me announce, nOH, ,Ie

have two 1:iitnesses. 'vie are going to conclude '"lith

this llitness, and then lie L1ave one other -vlitness the

Celwmonwealth is geling tel call. So, we are going to
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BY HR. J\lATERGIA:
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Okay?

Hr. Beam, in examination of the premises, did

you also locate a manual?

A Yes.

Q -,fiat is the nature of that manual?

A The manual is a Bell System practice manual

on CAJv~, that's C-A-H-A, centralized automatic message

accounting, also 4 type switching, I believe. This is

an advanced copy. It's dated 1976. The document is

designated that it is proprietary information, not

for republication or distribution or sale without

authority by A.T.T. And, that is done to associated

companies or independent telephone companies, rather.

,Q Is the contents of the information in that

manual exclusive in nature?

A Yes. It pertains only to Bell System switching

netlJOrks and the information relative to the Bell

System switching.

HR. HAT:2:RGIA: Cross examination.

CROSS EXAHINATION

BY MR. GOLDSTLIN:

Mr. Beam, -vlhat -vias the information l"eceived

on October l~th that Draper was in the 717 area?

A From John Gregg, security manager, I believe
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that is his correct title. It's security supervisor,

I guess, from California. John Whitman from New York

Telephone Company, security manager.

What did they tell you, they just told you

he was in the area?

A That John Draper was moving into the 717 area,

located somewhere in the Poconos.

Q Were they the source of your information on

the October 17th date, as well?

A I -- on October 17 through the -- again, those

two gentlemen, and through the U. S. probation officer,

Santana. The rest was through the telephone company

billing records, service ol'der request.

Q

A

Q

calls?

A

Q

A

Do you kn::nl how Ivlr. Gregg got his informat ion?

No, I don't.

Do you know who, if anyone, made these phone

On the one recording that we have --

villere is that recording?

That is secured at the present time. There

is only one. There is no -- there is no other record-

ing.

Q

A

Q

Has a transcript been made of that recording?

No, there hasn't.

You don't 1m·:)"v) vlho placed these calls, do you?
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positively aD that tape.

Q At the present time you don't know vlho ma,de

these calls, do you?

A No.

Q Y.ou mentioned a manual. Can you tell us

where that appears on the receipt for inventory of

seized property?

A I believe that the BSP practice manual came

out of a manila folder. There is a second Xerox copy

of that SEnne practice in a manila folder.

Q

1 isted

Now, where on the inventory form that is

THE COURT: Look at this one. This is

a little clearer than that one.

BY MR. GOLDSTEIN:

A On the second page I'm certain that it is

the Item 5, one box containing miscellaneous papers.

Q Do you know where these papers were found,

this box?

A It vias an open box that was found on the desk

drawer with the computer on the right-hand drawer.

There were papers

~ffi. HESTERVELT: Hait a minute. Which

computer?
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THE WITllliSS: The Apple.

BY 1m. GOLDSTE lIT:

Q 'vJell, do you kno,,1 'ihethep this l..Jas found in

the box 010 in that desk or where it was found, this

manual?

A The manual -- and again, now I did not pick

..•.:.

them up. I've looked at them in the box with Tpooper

Harris. I believe they came from the bedroom, the

bottom dra"Jer, along "lith the other manila folders

that "lere in the bottom dravJer -- the bedroom identi

fied as John Draper's.

Q But, you are not certain of that?

A At this point I vl:Juld say that I am certain

that they came from the bottom drawer, the left-hand

side. There ,,Jas may I see the box that that came

out of? It came from the bedroom identified as John

Draper's, from the dresser, bottom left drawer.

Q And, you say this is a secret manual, or is

it sent out to the various phone companies?

A It is printed by A.T. and T. CompanJ'-. May I

h3ve the practice that I can look at the front of it?

It is a Bell System practice, American Telephone and

Telegraph Company. It is printed in the U. S. A.,

and it states notice, not for use or disclosure outside

the Bell System except under written agreement.
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N0w, this is a preliminary mBnual. Is that

right?

A This is an advanced pl"int ing, i·]hich is

relative to c0mputers, computerized rec0rding auto

matic message acc::lunting, and in capital letters,

CAl~, C-A-M-A-dash-C, equipment design requirements,

cr0SS bar, tandem Number 4 type t0ll switching system.

Q This is an advanced manual, is that right,

advanced print ing?

A It .is an advanced copy so that the engineers

can look at it, and then it goes --

Q I don't want to knovi what it is. I just ,Iant

to lu"ow is it an advanced copy, yes?

A It was an advanced printing.

Q It i,'.Jas printed in '76. Is that right?

A It was printed in '76 -- March of '76.

Q And, in a year and a half since Mal"ch '76,

has that been updated or has a permanent one been

printed?

A There w::luld be another print, yes. vffiether

there is any changes, I cannot answer that.

Q

A

Q

manual?

Do you know whether that has been updated?

I cannot answer that. I don't kno'l.

Do you know whether that is still in use, that
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A I know that the equipment and the CA~ill-C is

still in use, and the Li type tall switching is still

in use.

Q No. IE a Bell Systems man got that and it

was superceded, what would he do with it, throw it

away?

A Long line people would have this. It should

be safeguarded and destroyed.

Q Yes, but --

A It should be destroyed.

Q Burn it?

A It should be --

Q Put it in the trash?

A It should be put in the trash and destroyed

or tal<:en to our record centers and destroyed.

Q Now, do you know whether this is done, or are

they just throwing it in the trash can when not used

anymore?

A I cannot answer that.

Q' Are these kept locked up in any secret vault

in the phone company?

A They are kept secured in binders in the switch-

ing control l"OOm iE it would pertain to, let's say,

that particular contrDI center.

Q Is there anything in there which is not of



gel1el~3,1 l:nc)\'lledge in the scientific cQtJD1unity?

A

Q

A

Quote

Yes.

'Jhat?

The 8ene1oal 1:no"\'11 edge l0J0uld not have, as I

this is the basic description. And, if there

is ploess heloe I l-JoUld as soon not even loead this

because it would be, you knovl, taken verbatim. And,

that ·,-Iould be Section 1.04. It pertains to our AI1A

and OAI!LA-O. J"nd, OAJ!LA-O, right nOI-I, is nevi. It has

capabilities that we never had as a sl.litching center

including the capabilities f·Jr electronic toll fraud

discovery. It is classified.

Q This lias in 1976. Is that loight?

A March '76.

Q Hasn't the OA1ilA-O and this computer applica-

tion been subject to a numberJf articles in scientific

in magazines of scientific interest?

A Some aspects of -- I can't answer that

accurately at all. I don't think that I have ever

seen or read one ~ther than Bell System operation.

But, again, it's -- it would be information that would

normally not be used.

Q

A

Doesn I t IBM have access to t11is informati:::m?

IBM has access to this inforraation in the

extent that they interface into us under certain



conditions. And, those conditions -- a~ain, the one

aspect is totally a security aspect, and that informa-

tion of those parties that had it in IBM, the security

aspect. It is completely classified as to --

Q How do you know that?

A The safeguards that are taken, the meetings,

the disseminations because of what it has the capability

of doing.

Q

A

But, this

We're now talking other aspects of CA¥~, as

you were asking.

Q I am asking you about this article. I am not

asking about other aspects. I am asking about this

article itsel.f.

A Tha,t particUlar article opens the door to

other aspects of the CAMA-C and the 4A. And, if you

get one aspect, then you can experiment and break the

code of something else.

Q The testimony today is that this is not known,

\. -,/

this information is not known in the scientific com-

munity. Is that correct?

A You mentioned IBM, and there are some factors

of the IBM, because they do interface, where we buy

and lease their equipment. So, tllere is an interface

capability.



Q Now, my question was you say this is not

this information use and application of this system

is not known in the scientific community?

A Specific scientific communities, yes.

Q

A

Q

Outside of the Bell System. Is that correct?

We just mentioned IBM.

So, other people have this information, is

that correct, other than the Bell System?

A Whether or not they have that practice, I can-

not answer that.

Q But, do other -- you donlt know that. Is

that correct?

A

Q

No.

Do you know whether or not this is given to

people outside of Bell?

A

Q

Would you clarify that?

Well, this is a Bell System manual, a practice

manual, right?

A

Q

Yes.

A.T. and T. And, it says not for use or

disclosure outside the Bell System except under written

agreement. Is that right?

A Yes.

Now, do you know whether other individuals or

companies outside the Bell System have this?
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MR. WESTERVELT: Commonwealth Telephone?

BY MR. GOLDSTEIN:

Q

A

Commonwealth Telephone?

I mentioned independent telephone companies.

Commonwealth would be an independent telephone company.

Q

A

Would they have this?

As I stated, if they were working on the

concepts of CAMA-C itself, where A.T. and T. by authority

could transfer or whatever, they could over to Common

wealth, let's say.

Do you know whether any other companies have

this

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

CAMA-C?

Have this manual.

Oh, no.

Y~u don't know that?

No, I don't.

And, this manual, in fact, has been updated

and replaced, is that correct, since March, '76, is

that correct?

A I can't answer that. I know -- I can't

answer it.

Q Will you tell us whether this is still com-

pletely relevant, the material in here, or whether it

has been updated?



A I said independent companies might. If they

are in the process of, you knovl, going OAI1A-O, they

could.

Q And, vlhat about other people in 1"e8earch or

in other lines of work, might they have this manual,

too, from the Bell Oompany?

A

Q

I would doubt it, but I cannot ansvler that.

But, this manual by its very terms is not

classified as vlithin the Bell System only. Is that

correct? I will refer you tp the notice on the front

that is not for disclosure except under written agree-

ment.

A And, that basically pertains to independent

companies that are not members of the A.T. and T.

system, such as Bell of Canada.

Q Viell, that 1·]ould apply to anybody else the

Bell Company might want to give it to, isn't that right?

A Under certain controls by A.T. and T., not as

you're indicating.

Q PU1"SUant to "\'1ritten agreement they might 1'1ant

to give it to somebody else, isn't that right?

A I would have to be asked what that someone

e1 s e 'vi:) ul d be.

Let's say Western Electric.

A Western Electric is part of the Bell System.
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It would be relevant to the first office that

we would install under this type of aspect. That

office would stay that way for a period of time, and

then another office would go in with another type of

a generic. And, that office then would have another

update on that. But, right now we have in the neighbor

hood of, let's say, like, six different generics in

one particular type of switching. But, because we go

to Generic 6 in this type of a switching system, we

don't, as a Bell System because of the expense, change

the first one that' just went in.

Q

A

Q

A

the

Q

A

Do you know whether this one is in operation?

No.

Do you know if it is still in operation?

If we went into that operation in 1976 with

Do you know?

No, I donlt know.

Q Do you know whether it is still in operation,

whether this manual is still operative within the Bell

System?

A No.

Q

A

Q

You don't know that?

No.

Nor, I believe, you yourself donlt know whether
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the Apple computer can make telephone calls extending

calls through a WATS number, do you?

A I have not seen it, no.

Q And, I believe we discussed during the break

the fact that you are really not qualified to discuss

the technical aspects of this computer. Is that

correct?

A

Q

That's correct.

So, I don't have to get into a whole lot of

questions then.

A None.

Q Now, tell me, if I were given the security

l code for a WATS -- an in-WATS line to make an out-WATS

calIon that line, basically that is what happens,

isn't that right?

A If you were given that security code?

Q Yes, right.

A If you were authorized to have that code, yes.

Q Then I could use it then, couldn't I?

A Yeah.

Q And, then even if I used a 26 -- 26 Hz, Hertz

tone to open the line that would be legal, wouldn't

it?

A

Q

If granted permission by that firm, yes.

And, do you have the firms -- know what firms
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are used in this instance?

A The identity of these firms have been identi-

fied, and the identity by the customers that

MR. GOLDSTEIN: I object, now. That is

all I am asking.

BY MR. GOLDSTEIN:

I asked you if the firms were identified. Is

your answer yes?

A

Q

A

Q

Yes.

What firms were they?

I can't name them offhand.

Is anybody from any of those firms here to

testify?

A No.

Q Now, of your own knowledge, not as to what

somebody else told you, you don't know whether the

maker of these calls using the security number was

authorized or not, do you?

A Starting that with the third number billed call?

Q I am just saying using the security code you

don't know whether the person making that call is

authorized or not, do you?

A On the third number aspect I did call the

customers on that.

Of your own knowledge --
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you.

A

I a~ nDt asking you what somebody else told

I spoke to the owner of the co~pany, the

president of the company.

Q But, he is not here to testify, is he?

A No. I just, you knOll, tal\{ed to him myself.

Q

outs?

A

Q

A

Q

A

Now, you have the readouts here -- Atffi read-

The J'd'llA readout?

Yes.

lihich one 01" vihat type?

For the calls of October 19th.

-viell, A;'1lA covers many aspects, l:Jany different --

what does he mean?

I mean the calls -- I don't \{now what he

means because he didn't tell me to as\{ the question

the calls that eXLended through the 800 numbers for

the 19th as per your testimony.

A

Q

A

Y''JU.

lie have a printout that shows that.

Co ul dIs e e it.

This is on Mr. Ransom, I believe.

Pa rd on?

You test ified 111". Ransam examined that vlith
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Q

A

Q
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Yes.

That is what I aill talking about.

You keep this in Conshohocken?

It's kept in Conshohocken.

Do you have the printout from this printout --

on this printout?

A I asked for this. Now, I have a printout,

yes. It's right there.

Q Yes. The printout?

A Yeah, I have one.

Q Good.

A \Jhat viou1d you 1i1m to see?

Q October 19th, nine extended calls October

19th, for example.

I\fR. \'JESTERVELT: Off the recard for a

minute.

(Thereupan a discussion was held off the

record. )

BY MR. GOLDSTEIN:

I notice certain numbers are marked in red.

Are they 800 calls?

A On the particular one that vie are looking at,

yes. This is an 800 call. If I may take that call in

sequence

Go ahead.



A starting at 1821.43, hour which is 6:21 and

43 seconds in the afternoon, the telephone number,

1-800-327-8333, which is an 800 in-WATS number, was

accessed.

At 1822.03, 2,600 cycle tone, you can't

print out 2,600 cycle Hertz, et cetera. And, the code

is in black dots. This is the indicator for 2,600

cycle tone. Tone, again, was applied two seconds

later, and 12 seconds later tone again was applied.

On the first call and seizure to this

800 number an established connection was made between

the telephone service at Canadensis to the 800 number.

When the 2,600 cycle tone was applied the first time

and then the second time and the third time, the called

800 customer was disconnected from this network. But,

the trunk was held with the connection by holding the

telephone in the hand. And, then at this time 1822.17

-- the slash is the key pulse frequency. The dash is

the start frequency, but the call went out and switched

right back to, again, this number 800-327-8333. And, then

a code of 7036 was still appliqued by multi frequency.

Now, this, again, is the same. This,

again, is the same. This. This. This.

That was done after the code was applied?

A And, this. After the 800 call was seized.
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In another case --

Q No. Let's stay with the one we were on,

right dawn here. 7036, I see, is the code?

A Right. 7036 was a sequence on a code.

Q And, then what happened?

A At this point touch tone was then used inste~d·

of multi floequency, and on sequential aspect right

down the line. But, 37037, 37038, 37039, 3703, what

this is doing --

Q Was it illegal, whatever it is?

A Totally illegal. Number one, the call '\,as

first originated by third number billing, which was

giving another telephone number to avoid identity.

Secondly

Q When a call is made --

A He is of 2,600 cycle, and a multi frequency

tone is foreign to this customer -- foreign to the

Cresco office, is a blue box. And, at this point this

is code accessed to identify the security code of this

paloticular customer, where the computer is hunting

and scaling to hit 3703.

Q vJbat part of it is billed for that --

A We'd have to go back and take a look on that

pa rt 1c ul ar call.

Q Somebody was billed for that 800 call?
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Somebody was given, as I had testified to,

,ird number -- telephcme number Vias given to either

.d or bypass billing and to avoid identity 8S to

'e this call was being identified from.

You mean the 800 calls are not -- the operator

.1 picks up on an 800 call?

In this particular office, yes.

If you dial a and make a call --

THE AUDIENCE: Dial 1 and the operator

y~~ identify yourself.

YlR, GOLD$TE IN :

Dial 0 and then 800 --

He

If you dial 0 and ask the operator to place

800 call, does she ask for your number?

I don't know. That wasn't the case here.

You don't knm,J?

The case is not that. The case is that 1 was

Qed, 800-327. This WaS done, not what was just

:e d •

Is anybody bill ed for an 800 call?

Yeah. This customer is billed up to $1;700,

lsibly. I don't know what band this customer is,

~ lJilling daes teke place.

If I had an 800 call to my telephone for an



in-WATS line, am I billed for that call?

A

Q

A

Q

A

You aren't, but another person is.

Who is?

The person who is paying for this.

In-WATS customer?

Absolutely. And, then you seize the out-WATS

or portion of it and come out on the extender. We

haven't reimbursed --

Q I don't know. I want to see -- I see what

you say. You say they are looking for a security code?

A Yeah, that's exactly what.

(

Q

a

I don't say that a call was made so that when

when I make a call to an 800 number, do I pay for

it on my phone?

A

Q

I thought you were repeating to her.

When I make a call to an 800 number, do I pay

for it through my phone bill?

A I said you donlt, but someone e~se does.

Q And, that someone else is the person who has

the 800 number. Is that right?

A

Q

That is correct.

And, by having an 800 number, the subscriber

invites me to call him for nothing, right?

A It depends on the 800 customer, sir. If this

was a Gulf credit card or Holiday Inn, yes. But, if
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this is a customer, as some of these are, the answer

is no. It is for that customer only to use. That's

why we reimbursed the customers.

Q

A

For in-WATS calls?

For in and switching out, like this was done.

That's Why we reimbursed the customers.

Q What is the language of that out-WATS when

that switched out?

A Right now I couldn't begin --

Q But, you don't know who did it anyhow, do you?

I said, and you don't know who did it anyhow, do you?

A That particular call, the hour and the con-

tinuance?

Q

A

You don't know who did it, do yOU?

No.

Q Now, you seized certain items? And, I say you

because you signed the inventory, I believe.

A Yes, I did.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: And, Mr. Westervelt, I

don't want to step on your toes.

BY MR. GOLDSTEIN:

Q

illegal.

A

Q

But, you seized these items because they are

Is that correct?

Yes.

What is illegal about Number 1 on the receipt
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of inventory?

TEE COURT: Do you vl8nt to read those

aloud so I am aware of what you are talking about as

\vell?

BY MR. GOLDSTEIN:

Q Panasonic CCTV Madel TR-9001M, is there any-

thing illegal about that?

A Depending upon how it is connected to other

equipment.

Q It is connected to a Sol terminal computer.

Is t hat right?

A

I

Q

This particular one -- let me look do,,]l1 before

yes.

-,[hich'is Number 2 on the list. Is that

c Ol~l~e ct?

A That is correct.

Q And, Number 3 was the tape recorder which was

connected to the computer as well. Is that right?

A That is correct.

Q

A

Q

Were these hooked up to the phone system?

Not at that time, no.

Do you know if they were ever hooked up to

the phone system?

A

Q

No.

What was illegal about them when you walked



in and sa~ them, ~hat caused you to seize them?

A The tapes the capability of that computer

associated ~ith --

Q What tapes Ivere found vlith that computer that

Ivere illegal?

A

at.

Q

Right now I can't answer. That's being looked

You don't !U10vl of any tapes associateD with

that cQmputer that are illegal. Is that right?

A

Q

NQ, I dQn't.

And, it is true that any computer has a capa-

bility tQ make any illegal calls, and any tape recorder

has the capability tQ play bacl{ multi frequency?

A

Q

A

Q

I can't ans~er that.

If I put a frequency vlith any tape recorder?

Go that one again, would you?

If I have a cassette tape recorder and I put

frequencies on the tape, any tape recorder that could

plBy that tape could play it bacle, right?

A And_) that f S a violation of the penal CODe of

Pennsyl vania.

Q Any tape recorder Iiould be illegal, is that

correct, but it could play the tape?

A The tape is the illegal aspect, but if it is

in that cQmputer it Ilould be.
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Did you find any illegal tape in this computer?

A I can't answer that. As 1,e had talked before,

and back there, there is another person that can only

ansvier that.

So, you don It kn01i nOvi what is ill egal ab-out

Number ), one process -or technology?

A That was removed by the Pennsylvania State

Police al-ong with some of the other items in that. It

was all ass-ociated to Andrew Wright's c-omputer.

Q

A

vlhat is illegal ab-out it?

I said before -- youknou, right nO-Vi, the way

that these were hooked up, someone else will have to

testify to that. I have not

Q You don t t know vJhat is illegal about it then.

Is that right?

A I haven't testified to it, no.

vihat is illegal about Number 6, the sheets of

lined papel" with numbers, one tablet of lined paper

with codes and diagrams?

A Again, that still falls in i·lith the same other

categories.

Q Will that be true of ever~thing else on this

inventory?

I can't answer that.

Tell me, Number 17, one Hewlett-Packard



transformer, ~hat is illegal about that?

A That Number 17 was connected to NUlcber 16,

which was connected to Number 15, which was connected

to Numbel" l~-, Ilhich I'las associated to Numbel' 13, which

,vas all hard -- or ,,]hich I]as physically connected to

tl1e telephone terminal, which was Photograph C-l.

Now, as a matter of fact, I/hen you seized

these items -- and let's talk about Items 1, 2 and 3,

you didn't know whether they were illegal or not, did

you?

A

A

Right at that time? No.

But, you seized them, didn't you?

With the codes and the sequences -- or the

codes and the decoding, yes.

And, you seized them despite the fact that

they were not wired into the Bell System, isn't that

A At that time, yes.

Well, you said you don't know at any time

whether they were wired in there, don't you?

A

Q

Well, that's right, I said that.

Yes, YCJu did.

You don't knCJw whether either computer

,TOU (01) 1 t
./ --

knol] I,]hetl'lel" either computer actually c,ould make calls
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or did make calls, do yOU?

A

Q

A

Could or did?

Did.

No.

Q Any computer can be programmed to make a

phone call if it is hooked into a phone line, can't it?

A I can't ans~er that.

-!

Q You can't. And, you can't ans~er whether the

computers you seized could make phone calls, could

yOU?

A Myself?

Q Yes.

A Other than having been told and --

MR. GOLDSTEIN: No other questions.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. WESTERVELT:

Q Mr. Beam, this pen register that you talked

about

A Yes.

Q -- what is the product -- or what is the

meaning upon which that renders the information it

gathers?

A Over an integrated circuit that is provided,

you kno~, through our o~n s~itch network from point to

point.
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And, where Goes that circuit end up?

It terminates in my security office in

another security r·:Jom ad j acent to my office.

Q And, does that make an -- on what medium does

c

it loecord the information?

A The paper.

Q This is the paper you have shown us, that

you refer to, with the 800 numbers on it?

A Right, what we just looked at.

Q The pen register does not make voice record-

ings?

A In itself, no. But, as I stated, you can

cOlile out of it.

Q

A

And, that was done in this case?

Not until the day of the 30th, that afterno:m,

upon autholoity.

Q

A

Q

A

counsel.

So, voice recordings were made on the 30th?

No. The 20th.

And, on Dhose authority was that?

By Lly autholoity, upon approval by OLll" leg'll

Hho is

The 1 egal counsel of Bell of Penns yl vania.

Do you know his name?

The one that signed it, William Hebrank,
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H-e-b-r-a-n-k.

Is there a ph?sical piece of paper that is

an authorization to you from Mr. Hebrank. or an

authorization from you to your underlings?

part of it.

A No. 1 1 m right there. And. you know, I'm

There is -- that I received. But, I have

likewise the authority to take it verbally.

Q

A

What did you do in this case?

Both.

Q Do you have a piece of paper with Mr. Hebrank

authorizing you to intercept voices?

A

Q

A

Q

A

I have it.

Do you have it with you?

I canlt answer that. I'm not sure.

Would you check and see whether you do?

Yes ..

THE COURT: I was just wondering if it

is necessary to sequester these peDple outside. It is

getting chilly. There is one man yDU are going to use,

is that right. and one other witness? Can the others

come in?

MRo l1ATERGIA: I would like to have them

come in.

1m. \·JESTERVELT: If they are not going

to be witnesses, they are not under the --



HR. GOLDSTEIN: I don't cal'e. Let them

all in.

Do you care?

HR. \'JESTERVELT: No, not no,·, that we are

on cross examination. I don't think it matters.

THE COURT: All right. I was just think-

ing about them being out there. It is getting pretty

chilly.

MR. villSTERVELT: You want to see this,

George?

BY MR. vlESTERVELT:

Q

A

What medium are the voice recordings made on?

A two -- a reel tape stereo unit.

And, where are those -- they are then in the

form of reel tapes) r-e-e-l tape3?

Small reel tape) not plural.

vihere is that tape no,,,?

A

Q

A

That tape is here.

Do you have a machine to play it for us?

Yeah, I have a machine.

iJhat is the total time of the ta.pe?

A The cut, 120 seconds, and then a second one

pr0~ably of that sarne time.

Q

A

Te'] 0 call s?

Yes.



And, that is all that is voice taped?

That is correct.

On this billing em 800 numbers, vJill :TaU

explain to rae, please, what the incremental cost to a

';fATS sUDscriber is of another call going onto another

s:;stem?

A \"lell~ itts 'fer:T C01111Jlex. And, I'rn not g":Jnna

be total because this is our rates group. We have

different bands from different areas. Pennsylvania

calling, let's say, the -- you knm'l, in a svleep of

a circle cove ~l'no' --'~.'"lL. 0'"
J. 0 1..1 c:.l. lJ .L the Nev1 England st at es and

maybe dOviD int 0 Ivlaryland, ,Iould be a Band 1. The

further you go, Band 2, and then Band 3, up to a Band

--o. That gives you the total state, anything lesser.

At the same time it's full-time or

measured. Full-time under normal business is 2 1:0 hours

on-line time. Measure time is ten hours. Anything

over that then becomes on an overtime base, and the

billing is, you knm'l, subsequent to.

NOH, full-time from Band 1 to Band 6

varies immensely on a monthly aspect, and dependent

again, you know, where we are. And, here we're talking,

you kno,·), from Florida. going out to California, let's

say, in different areas. But, it varies up to and

including $1,700 per month without overtime.
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Let me see if I can boil that down. You tell

me if I am stating this inaccurately. If I have a

WATS line, I have a certain -- when I pay for the WATS

line, I get a certain number of credits that is divided

by distance of calls and the type of WATS service I

take, whether it is full-time or overtime. Is that

correct?

A Very clear.

Q Very basic way?

A Yes.

Q So, in a particular situat ion, if I had a

full line -- is it called?

A Full-time.

Full-time WATS system, if -- no matter where

the first call in comes from, there is no increment,

and the cost to the subscriber for that call, is there,

if he's paid 1,700?

A There's no additional, no.

And, the same is true for the second call

until he gets up to his time limit?

A That's correct. There is a register on the

circuit that identifies on a cumulative base the

duration, so that when you hit 240 or likeWise the ten.

Now, in addition, there is another meter, yes. There

is another meter, and that identifies all trunks busy.



In ather Hards, you Jnly have one J,JATS line as yau llave

described.

Naw, if I'm talking an it but someone

else calls in on it, you get a busy. And, that is a

registration. And, in turn, we then in through

marketing identify, study, analyze, and then we would

recommend to you either go to another

Q That is just for purposes of selling additional

service, isn't it?

A It's true, but it's very often, in some cases

(

that we have had, misleading in that these circuits

are being seized, :70U lmenl, as this particular case.

They were seized for non-business purposes of that

customer, and that customer is being cumUlatively

timed, the duration going up to the ten hours or pass-

ing the 240. And, they get billed in addition on an

overtime base.

Q In this case, can you say whether any of these

in or out-WATS calls resulted in monetary billing to

any of the IJATS line subscribers?

A

A

Yes.

wnich subscribers and hovl much?

Right now I -- again, now I can't answer which

subscribe~s they are and how much. That's still being

computed by all of the independent -- 0r all by our



aS30ciated telep-hone companies '1Jhere they are 10cated

because it's C·:::)l11ing back out.

Sa that part of it

Q \{ell, hO"\'1 do you lcnCJ"I-l it resulted in actual

monstary charges? How do you know it wasn1t just

part of the minimum, as allocated ta t11e subscriber?

A It was not the subscriber using it. And, in

turn, as it has happened an ather bases, and as it

will be here, they will be reimbursed for these calls.

Well, maybe I am not making this clear. If

I have a WATS line and just) for example, say the

amaunt of service I take gives me 200 free calls from

anYi,hel'e in the country -- I realize that is basically

inaccurate. in a sense, but say that is my system --

A

Q

Fine.

and if somebody makes a call in and then

an extended callout on the first day of the billing

cycle. ,,]hen there has been no othe~~ call befare that.

that doesn1t result in any monetary billings as sUb-

sc~~ibel", does it?

The onl~' time a monetary billing results tD

a subscriber is if the subscriber's use during the

period is reaching the overti~e period and he is then



A That is correct.

Then he gets billed for the 8JCCeSS aver his

7J

rDon.thl~T minirj.1um?

A That is correct.

Now, the question is, in this caSB did any

of the calls that you say were made from this number

result in a fJOl1etal"Y billing t·:> any of the cust·::>mel"s?

A That can't be answered yet. That is in

CmlJputers and, in tunl., is coming back out. A" T. and

T., as a support group, has communicated with each of

these companies. And, those companies are getting

detailed billing, detailed calls and cumulative data

Q, I take it your ans\Jer is you cannot testify

t ha.t

A

'1 I .L.. 1 ., .L
~na~ was vne resu~v

1\ ~ ~11l· ~ t l"l'l'"..,'~U u ... U l .......

in any of these ca,lls?

house?

A

Q

A

Q

A

Now, who conducted the surveillance of the

John Eiz8nhouth.

Is he one of yOU11 subopdil1ates?

No. We are associates.

13 he present today?

Yes: he is.

Is he the other witness who is going to



A I don't think so.

Do you ~n01] the da;s the surveilleDce was

conducted an?

A

Q

The 18th

And, YJU

and the 20th.

A On the 20th it was -- and I'm ganna give an

2))rQ~ci~ate here 1Jithin 2 half en hour, S0Deti~Je --

2:3°.

a.lJ.1.?

(

A

Q

A

Q

No. Thatts .p.\lJ.

UtJ.til --

I can't 2.D3'-Jer that.

Starting at approximately 2:30?

A Yes. ..L-' T,/" 3" ,,- 1 CJn ,0"w ,,-,,,'.!..J. L" o. It \'/23 basic211~'

ide~tificetion of motor vehicles.

-Do :/Oll k1:2-:::)\'7 llhat l110tO:r vehicles l..Jere identified

·:)11 that ~~e 2')~~ n"~ ~]e_ .l..l. l.J lJ., ....J ,. J ' are talking ajaut.

A On the 22nd , the SatUloday, t a11(1ng

. 1.:Te are- getting 2. 1 ittle confused here I-~ .
th0Ught that your testi~0ny --

A I'm trying to ensue~ your question. On the

22 ::r • ". J.... 1 1 • 1-1 ~,- "7"'1 • , t'nc, In lJerSOn, 12clng -- L-a~,( VllL-n dr. ""lzennou 11,

M~. Eizenhauth identified that on the 20th the tDo

vehicles that ~ere observed bJ him were the same two

venlCl2S t~at uere at the residence, one being



--~c ""'l":-'.I-. c:.·~"c;l J_ 0 JOhn D-'a-)O-" +-:Jo.l.v6 uV'-.J'..:... ...... u L.. J."" 1.'lv1., u1.v other t,o Andrew --

7/, -

And, ~ere they there alsa on the 18th?

A I'm nat -- I'm not sure, on the 18th.

Did he tell you where the vehicles were

phJsical17 0D the propert~?

They were backea in~ JOu know~ facing the

dllell ing. It 1I0uld be on the left-hand side -- the

left-hand side, which would be, you know, coming in

on the drive.

NOll, directing you to the inventory of the

3ea~ch uarrant again~ which of these items do you 3ay

aiOS Hr. Uright's, and alsD if you ilould indicate how

you -- lIhy you have formed the conclusion that they

P. r'" p 1'\'1,0. 1,J, .... i ," 'nt" r rI '?'-'. ~ ..J.. ,V..J.. -6 '--' ,:)"

A

sive?

Item 1 -- may I just go down, make it inclu-

Yes.

A Item 2 , Item 3, the Panasonic recorder. Item

4-: Item I can stop at Line 5, 1 through

5 1;Jere identified by Nr. iIright.

Q

A

He acknowledged those were his?

Yes) he d io.

You kno':l, frOD that -- frcm '5 d01;.1l1 --

now; I':] not sure, J-OU cenov), seeing t:1e,,] and that
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association with them, and that would be Number 6.

That's lined paper. 7, one small memo book. 8 is a

clipboard from a drop-leaf desk. So, 8 is not. And,

you know, the cassette tapes, now, down on 10, one

box conta~ning 16 cassettes. You know, I can only

assume on that without seeing them or Trooper Harris.

I cannot answer that. The computer -- one, now, as I

said, he identified for me.

Q Some of these other things were acknowledged

by Mr. Draper to be his?

A Oh, yes.

Q And, in fact, there was a bedroom identified

as Mr. Draper's, which was searched, right?

A It was.

Q And, some of these items were found in that

bedroom?

A They were.

Q Was a bedroom identified to you as being Mr.

Wrightls?

A Not to me, but apparently to someone which

was on the next level, which would be, you know,

counting the underground level, the third level.

Q To your knowledge was that room searched?

A By the state police, yes. All rooms apparently

were searched by the state police.



Q And, to your knowledge, was anything seized
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from that room?

A I know -- and I know when I accompanied

Trooper Harris to that room nothing was taken.

Q How many people lived in this house, do you

know, do you know how many people lived in this house?

A

Q

No.

How many people were present when you arrived

to conduct this search -- or when you arrived accompany

ing the state police who were going to do the search?

A

coming?

Q

A

How many were there, and how many were still

Well, just how many were there.

Well, I couldn't answer that. When I came

up the steps, there were plainclothes state troopers

that, you know, I did not know. There were, you know,

other parties, possibly three or four, possibly, you

know, there at that time.

Q Three or four, nonlaw enforcement personnel

or Bell people?

A Right. And, that's, you know, an approximate,
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Matter of a few minutes he was. As Mr. Wright

stated, you k:nO'\:7) he had just le.ft .for a l;'lBl~c. He Has

thel'e, had just left for a 17allz, and then, you knol'I,

they found , ..
nl~] • So

A

A

Yes.

And J 1·0 is seated at the table here next to

Yes.

That is Mr. Wright.

This young lady in the first rOIl with

the yellow jacket~ was she present?

A I think -- 1;Jell, I'm sure I savi her at some

point. Right at that time I don't 1:..now, but at s ':rme

point . I thinlz sbe Ivas the one T/7ith the bag of

gr~ceries, with the ice cream.

So, other than Mr. Wright, there were two

or three other non-police or non-Bell people in the

house at the time you arrived?

A Precisely at that time I think 1 1 m accurate

111th that figure.

A The state police did, and I think, you know,

the state- police have that.

Q I think Mr. Goldstein asked you whether
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specific .items on this inventory were illegal items.

You recall that?

A He did.

Q

A

Part of your cross examination.

Yeah.

Q Are any of the items that you can identify

as Mr. Wright's items illegal, or were being used

illegally when they were seized?

A I said it was not connected at that time to

the telephone. And, I'm speaking now of Andrew Wright's

computer.

Q This is the Sol terminal computer?

A That is correct. The Items 1, 2 and 3. My

ability to identify the capability of that computer

and those tapes -- I do not have that capability to

identify the intricacies of a computer.

Q Well, any computer can be used illegally,

can't it, with the telephone?

A I truthfully can't answer that. As we said

here on the other questioning, there is parties here

that can answer that accurately.

Q Any tape recorder can be used to generate

tones that will result in fraud on the telephone

company, isn't that correct?

A If it is one that has the capability of
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emanating multi frequency tones, you know, with the

right code sequence programmed, absolutely.

Q Is there anything about the items marked 1

through 5 on the inventory that leads you to believe

they have been used illegally or were being used

illegally?

A Being outside -- or being on the outside with

the information that you saw on that tape, one or both

or either of those computers, you know, had the capa

bility. I did not know which one or both had that

capability.

Q But, when you arrived, one was wired on the

phone terminal?

A At that time one was wired to the telephone.

Q And, it was not the one identified as being

Mr. Wright's?

A That is correct.

MR. WESTERVELT: I have no other

questions.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Can I have an additional

question, Your Honor, before redirect? Then we can

maybe --

THE COURT: Yes, go ahead.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. GOLDSTEIN:



The mere fact that a computer is wired to a

telephone daes not make it illegal, daes it?

It is if the p1'oper intel"face unit 1DUl6 be

connected or an -- under the -- under the aspect of

being illegal in its aplJlique by the interface.

No. You are adding something to my question.

I am saying mere fact that it is wired to a phone does

not make it illegal, does it?

A It possibly could violate the tariff, but

criminally, unless it was being used for something, no.

Q. Thank ~TOU. That is the onl~T question I ha.ve

to ask ;you.

REDIHECT EXAHllJATION

T'VD.c l'IR.. IlIATE R.G IA :

Mr. Beam, in reading the tape that you

refe1'l"eO to, and the in-'vIATS 800 numbers that sho"l'led

up on the tape, were you able to identify to whose

number these calls were being billed?

A 1;[e identified t11e 800 custome1' "llho uould be

paying for the in-HATS service, and also if it \Vent

into a llA.TS extendel~ through the 3ecurit~l code the

Qut-1JATS \·;ould be paid fDP b~l that 8ubscriber~ The

third number that 1'laS --

MR.. GOLDSTEIN: I object, Your Honor.

That is beyond tn8 scope of the question. That is not
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responsive. He said can you identify who it was.

BY MR. MATERGIA:

A

Q

A

Yes.

Explain.

The third number that was used was used to

avoid billing if billing should or would occur, and

to avoid identity as to where the calls originated from.

Q

billing?

A

How do you identify the use of third number

With this particular case, the central office

the tape was read manually, equaling the call that had

taken place possibly an hour before -- three calls

approximately an hour before. And, these calls were

identified having been given a different number for

billing purposes. From that point, any number that

came up we had the pen register that decoded the 800

number, and interface through the computer was pro-

grammed to give us a printout so that all calls could

be matched as to the called number and the billing

number. And, they were different.

Q How are you able to determine that these

calls extended once they reached the 800 in-WATS line?

A Again, by the printout showing that a security

I,
....,..

code, five digits, was accessed, and then a second

dial tone is applied and then the codes, as the one



that was shawn there. But, an actual call originating,

be it fr~m Florida ar IOBa~ ~ut to a given location~'

Q And, v,Jas -it ~:aur testimony that there 1'las

access to ane af the Bell numbers?

A That is correct.

This Bell number which 1'las accessed by a code

of 555 Bnd then specific digits, this is a long line

Number I switching center. It is an ESS of~ice. That

particular number is a test number ,'lhich is used for

testmen within the long line switching centers ta test

from one lang line switcher to anather lang line switcher.

It is not for conversation capability or for the out-

side world to use when that is accessed, that voids

the capability of the central office personnel fOl"

testing.

Q Were you able to identify from where the calls

were made, referring to the calls on the tape that you

eX3JJineo on cross ex.aElination?

A

A

Was that made from or made-to?

I,I8. c1 e from.

11ade frOD, yes. They 1Jere made from -- right

n01J I d8n't remeillber the first digits. I ;Jelieve the

lE!,St fOL:.I~ digits is but the telepi-lone nUDber
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595, would it be?

595, yes, Canadensis out of the Cresco office.

But, the service was listed to an Andrew W. Wright, Jr.

Q Was this the same exchange to which the Apple

computer was hard wired?

A

Q

That is correct.

Can you tell me whether the lack of monetary

billing to an 800 customer is indicative of the lack

of monetary billing to the Bell System? I don't know

if that is a clear question.

A Let me try to answer that in the respect that

,
' .. ~

Bell of Pennsylvania -- the Bell System is governed by

two operating tariffs, the PUC or the PSF, Diamond

State or the FCC. And, it is so worded that if you

and I were to make the identical or a similar call from

point to point, be it Pennsylvania or to California,

that you and I must pay the same equal rates, that we

cannot discriminate against one party or another for

billing purposes. At the same time we are a utility

and at the same time we are a stockholded company,

and we have a right to safeguard our job, as asset

and review protection. If this billing is not, let's

say, identified under the tariff, then other rates for

other people would increase.

MR. MATERGIA: I have no further questions.



1 RECROSS EXAMINATION

2 BY MR. GOLDSTEIN:

3

4

Q

A

What was this test number which was called?

I'll have to look at it, if I may get my

5 paper.

6 THE COURT: Go ahead.

BY MR. GOLDSTEIN:

A The number that was accessed, 319-555-1088,

9 which then by the long lines kept for the test purposes

iO connected to 959-1088.

1.3

i 6

Hi

19

Q Thank you.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: No other questions.

MR. ~lliSTERVELT: I have no other recross.

MR. MATERGIA: You may step down.

(Witness excused.)

(Thereupon a recess was t~ken.)

KENNETH D. HOPPER, having been first

21

22

duly sworn, was examined, and testified as follOWS:

DIRECT EXM~INATION

BY MR. MATERGIA:

,_._----- - -- -_ .. - --_.__.

23

24

25

Q

A

Q.

Would you give your name, please.

Kenneth D. Hopper, H-o-p-p-e-r.

Where are you employed, Mr. Hopper?

Il,;, ,tel" 4
,::./-aflrop· "e{f{)(·lt.nji_ ...... gen,,-,,!_

'10;, IUhF O\',~r!'<'i, :.. ;ilt:. R. 1\ I (



A I am employed by Bell Telephone Laboratories

Incorporated, Holmdel, New Jersey.

What capacit y?

A I am a member of the technical staff assigned

.s

6

to the security support group.

And, what is your background with regard to

your employment?

A I have 30 years of service with the Bell

System, of which six years was with the Bell Telephone;

Company of Pennsylvania, five and a half years with

the Western Electric Company and the remainder with

Bell Telephone Laboratories.

Q Did you have the occasion to examine what has·

been commonly referred to in this hearing as the

Apple computer?

18

A

device.

Q

Yes, sir. I believe I've examined that

This is a Commonwealth Exhibit Number 1, and,

19 can you identify that equipment?

A

Q

A

Yes, I recognize this.

And, what is it?

This is part of the equipment brought to my

23 office by Trooper Harris on October 27, relating to

24 this case.

25· Q,
~-._ .. _..~,.-

What has been the extent of your involvement
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computer areas of Bell Laboratories to understand the

computer programming and memory functions of this

with this particular equipment?

of recognizing signalS that would be used to manipulate

We've attempted to bring expert help in from

equipment. We have equipment in our laboratory capable

A

1

'""i z.- "

3

4-

:;l

6

the telephone network. However, we felt that the

B expert opinion of others more involved with computer

9 technology would be useful. So, I've worked with the

W computer people, and we have obtained certain signals

from this equipment which we have analyzed or I have

analyzed on our laboratory devices.

r\
Ilrr,.;..j'

What is this particular item I am handing to

, ,:c" yo u now?

1..',1 A This, sir, is a copy of a printout that was

,~ obtained from a magnet ic tape cassette which vias part

of Item 30 of the items of evidence brought to me by

18 Trooper Harris. The start of this printout is the

19 program that was on the cassette. It was put on a

ZG teletypewriter, which we attached to the Apple computer.

21 Later on, on this roll chart is also other printouts

22 from a readout memory, a ROM, which was found on the

23 Apple computer board, but which in conversation with

24

"'25

the Apple Company was indicated not their product.

So, we ran a complete printout of everything in that

, ~ ..



1 ROM, of the readout memory, and also we have printouts

Z of programs on two other cassettes later on.

3 Q Did your examination of the Apple computer

4 disclose to you an ability of that particular device

5 to extend calls?

6 A Yes, sir. We believe it has that capability.

However, I think I should make the statement that this,

e examination is still going on, and that the --

9 Q Well, just tell us what examination --

10 MR. GOLDSTEIN: Objection, YOUI' HanoI'.

11 He interrupted the witness.

12 Let him finish his statement, please.

MR. MATERGIA: I thought he was finished.

BY MR. MATERGIA:

this time.

examination of this e~uipment.

indicative of fraud capability.

Okay.

Yes. I recognize patterns on here. Am I

I recognize patterns in the printout which is

I was going to say to limit your testimony to

That is true. We are not through with this

And, how so?Q.

Q.

Q.

A

responsive to YOUI' question?

what you have done, your examination has concluded at

A

A,
"

! i"':

",'
:\

18

19

"~ ....,,:.,.:.,.;.

21

22

23 i
I

24 !

25

!' d f.'~) , /1
~a"f1rop "ep(Wflftg ~/l.:f'Jenc;j'

j-\o:.: H.l6H Cherln()k !,me. 1\. D, I
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A I should mention that a blue box type tele-

phone fraud call involves the presence of a 2,600

cycle signal applied to the telephone line followed by

signals that are in a format known as multi frequency

key pulsing. These signals are always preceded by a

pulse known as the KP pulse, which has, as one of its

frequency constituents, 1,100 Hertz. And, the multi

frequency signals are always followed by the St signal,

which has, as one of its constituency frequencies,

1,500 Hertz.

I find references in this computer print

out ordered in the right manner to manipulate the

telephone network in a manner entirely consistent

with blue box fraud. That is, specifically, 2,600

is mentioned, MF is mentioned, KP 1,100 cycles,

St 1,500. This, to me, is an indication that by

further probing we may very well establish fraudulent

signaling capability.

Q Have you employed the Apple computer to

extend calls?

A Yes, sir. At one point in the program, a

number of 800 type telephone numbers -- 800 in-WATS

numbers appeared, We were successful in having the

Apple computer outpulse these calls into the network.

And, we actually completed a call to a Marine Insurance
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Company, I believe located in Florida, through one of

these 800 numbers.

Q

A

What else has your investigation produced?

Very early in the program a password routine

is present, which is to discourage easy use of this.

It1s necessary to put in a string of letters in the'

proper order to permit the program to run. Also, at

another point we found it was necessary to bring about

a phase lock loop. This is a technical term that

involves having a circuit come back on itself in such

a manner that the program would advance. ..,Ie success

fully cause the equipment to function through that

path al so, and it would appear that that path eJas put

in as a harassing means to prevent someone unfamiliar

with the program easy operation of the program.

HR. llliTERGIA: Cross examine.

Tllli COURT: Mr. Goldstein.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. GOLDSTEIN:

Q Have you made -- extended any calls to an

800 number by using this computer?

A

Q

A

Yes, sir, we have, at least one.

What was that call?

That call ,·J8S outpulsed to a Marine Insurance

Crlmpany in --
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And, then did you, by use of that computer,

apply 2,500 tone?

A

Q

Ob, no, sir, not at all.

So, all you have done is made a phone call

with a computer. Is that right?

A

Q

A

sir.

Q

We have done that and other things.

Is that illegal?

Not in the manner that vie placed the call, no,

Nor vJould it be illegal in the manner that

anyone who had that COEJputer would place that call,

if it ,vas just placed to an 800 number. Is that right?

A We really can't state at this point, Mr.

Goldstein. There's much about this that is not under-

stood at this point.

Q In other words, you have established that this

computer can make phone calls, isn't that right?

A

Q

In a variety of ways, sir.

Are any of the vlays which this computer makes

phone calls illegal?

A It is pointing in that direction, sir.

Can you anSller yes or no, and then explain,

lJlease?

A It's pointing in that directi~n.

Does that mean yes or does that mean no?



A

B' V
'.J.

Q

Neither ter-m applies.

1.JR. I'IATERGIA; I think he is

GOLDSTEIN;

In other words, what you are saying is that

it might be illegal. Is that cOlorect?

A

Q

A

Q

A

Would you restate your question, sir.

I 'IIill withdravl it.

Do you consider yourself a scientist?

No, sir.

What are you, a technician?

A member of the technical staff of Bell

Laboratories.

Q And, you have established that th1s computer,

when you push the proper buttons, will make a telephone

call. Is that right?

A

Q

Yes, sir, we have established that mUCh.

From what you have established to date, is

the manner 1n 1'7h1c11 th1s computer makes telephone

calls illegal?

A

up.

I c2.n 1 t ellS1Jer the Question as set it

Q

aga1n.

Well, I ~ill rephrase it -- or I will say it

FrOM what you have established in B~rking

111tl1 this computer, is the manner in "\)hich it places
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telephone calls against the law?

A

Q

A

Q

I see indications of fraudulent potential.

Potential?

Yes, sir.

And, by that you mean that it could be used

illegally if something else was done?

A

Q

Yes, I think that's a fair statement.

From what you have established to date, and

without conjecture as to what could be done, has your

examination indicated that its application is illegal?

A We have not reached conclusions in that

regard, sir.

Q So, your ansVier would be no, it is not illegal,

from what you seem to think?

A That would not be my anS1-1er, sir.

Q Will you point to an illegal use of this

computer that you have established to date?

A All right, sir. This one manner entering into

an 800 number as a distant SUbscriber.

Q

A

there.

Q

Is that illegal to call an 800 number?

No, sir. It's what you do after you get

What can you do with this computer after you

get there that you have established from your own work

with it?
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We've not reached that stage.

So, you can't establish any illegality, can

you?

A At this point the evidence is such that it is

in that direction, that illegal use is a real possi

bility.

Q You are in a Courtroom now.

A That's correct.

Q And, you are testifying in a case that

involves a person being accused of doing illegal acts.

Can you point to this machine doing illegal acts today,

and, if so, testify in what way?

A I can say, sir, that our examination is pro-

ceeding, and that we will know a lot more in a few

weeks.

Q That wasn't my question. My question was

can you tell us today what, if anything, is illegal

here?

A I can point to this printout that we have

here, and I can say that I see things on this printout

that could only be put in there to commit telephone

toll fraud, entirely --

Q Can you tell me what those things mean con-

sistent with right --

A -- entirely consistent with telephone toll fraud.
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Computer language is its oem thing, is it not?

A~e you trained in computers, by the va

A

A

Not extensively.

Are you familiar with computer language?

Not that much. However, I am familiar with

pI ain Engl ish.

~,I811, that is not plain English to me, sir.

The; all seem to be abbreViations, numbers. And, you

may relate t·:) the"cD in one manner: but can ~T0U speci-

fically state that that computer language relates to

phone company terminology?

A I can only say that in the 30 years of my

8x)erience with the Bell System that that type of

ordered signals and information relate only to a

method of fraudulent use of the neti}ork.

Q How long have these 2,600 Hertz numbers been

in existence?

A 2,600 Hertz, sir?

Q Yes, these SWitching kind of equipment you

have now, ho~ many years ha,s this ~een in existence?

A 2,600 cycles has been used for signaling

since just after World War II.

And, how about the manner in which it is used

t od a:T?

A It's been in use -- vell, they have been



en" ~nend <,~ ~11cc.. 0'-' ..L"-J. W'- v We went to direct distance

dialing, ~hich gave customers more direct access and

For how many years have the systems been the

way they are now, about two or three, maybe?

A

Q

It's in a constant state of change.

In your 30 years experience you are talking

a,bout s~mething which might have changed yesterday_

Is that right?

A This didn't.

Q So, sho" me where illegal calls "I"Jere made

using that machine.

A

made.

Q

I cannot ShDi"] you \·]hel"e an illegal call '.vas

Did you mal{e any illegal calls D~~ calls \.]hich

,Iould be illegal if a private citizen made them using

this computer?

A No, sir.

Q Can you now make any calls that would be il-

legal for a private citizen to make using this com-

A

Q

A

Q

A

Can I no,·)?

Are you able to, now, today, this moment?

We don't understand that much about it.

Is YQU~ answer no?

It would have to be at this moment. It might
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Q Do you know where the tapes came from that

you put into those machines?

A They were brought to me by Trooper Harris.

Q Were they marked in any way?

A Yes, sir, they were marked with Trooper

Harris' identification. They were bundled. They were

inventoried. We read the inventory and marked them

ourselves.

Q What numbers were on the tapes that you got?

A I'll have to refer to papers that I have --

Q Please do.

A -- back here.

Q Please do.

A I have with me only the inventory sheets

furnished by Trooper. Harris and the receipt signed

Q I am interested in the numbers of his inventory

as to the tapes you placed.

A All right. The first one, which has the

indications of 2,600 multi frequency, KP 1,100 and

st 1,500.

Q Just give me the numbers of the tapes you

tested. You don't have to testify as to what they

said. If you do, I will have you read the whole thing

in evidence.
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A I'll have to identify it that way to pin it

down. It is part of Item 30 in a list of a total of

31 items. And, Item 30 consists of one Panasonic

portable tape recorder, Model RQ309DS, with cassette.

And, that is the cassette part of Item 30.

What other items did you get?

A All right. The ROM, readout memory portion of

this printout is a part of the Apple computer, which

is identified on the inventory.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: To save some time,

Trooper, can you point out which ones?

MR. HARRIS: I don't know which ones he's

referring to, counselor. I'd be happy to, except I

don't know which ones he has --

BY MR. GOLDSTEIN:

A Item Number 21 is a printed circuit board for

the Apple computer. And, on that printed circuit

board for the Apple computer is plugged in the ROM, the

readout memory unit.

What other tapes did you examine?

A The reverse side of the cassette, which is part

I
~,

of Item 30, so this would be the reverse side of the

cassette. That was Item 30. And, that's -- that's

all that's printed out here.

That is all you -- okay.



A Now, this represents the -- I would estimate

1::Jaybe 3 percent of the total cassette capabilities.

So, we've got a lot of work to do.

And, you donlt knol'} Ivhat, if anything, these

cassettes have 'an them, do you?

A

Q

A

one.

Q

A

Not those that we haven't looked at.

How many have you looked at?

Well, here we have just about tliO sides of

Have you looked at any others?

Yeah, we've looked at others, but we don't

understand them at this point.

Q

legal?

A

Q

So, you don't know if they are illegal or

Not at this point, no, sir.

They could be used to play a game on a com-

puter, they could be for some legitimate purpose,

couldn't they?

A Well, yes, sir, thatls true.

Dffi. GOLDSTEIN: I don't have any other'

quest ions.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. vffiSTERVELT:

Q Mr. Hopper, you have identified this equip-

ment that :TOU have been '\"I()rl<ing on as the items that
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are shown in Commonwealth's l?

A

A

Yes, sir, that is correct.

That is an Apple computer?

Yes, it is.

Now, I understand your testimony to be that

one of the applications of this computer could be --

or any computer, for that matter, could be to commit

telephone fraud?

A Yes, that's true. I wouldn't be so all

inclusive as to say any computer. Certainly there'd

have to be an acoustical or electrical connection to

the telephone network to bring about manipulation of

the network. Now, in the case of the one in this

eXhibit, there is such an interface circuit. And,

it's this board here.

Now, I am showing you Commonwealth's 2. Can

you identify that?

A Yes, sir. This is part of the inventory of

equipment also brought by Trooper Harris. It's a

process or technology SOL terminal Model Number 20,

and accessory equipment.

It's the thing we have been calling the Sol

computer today?

(

..... ,...../

A Possibly. I haven't heard that.

Oh, that's right. You were out.



Is there a phone . ~ "'"
ln~erJ.ace :m that?

A

A

Q

We have not examined this, sir.

So, you can't say that there is?

ThatTs correct.

Now, the computer that you have examined, the

Apple computer, is this piece of equipment uniquely

used for telephone fraud?

A Oh, I'm sure it isn't, no. I'm sure its

principal application is not for telephone fraud.

n ,-, '.J... • .o • .t.. • Ii..·t t' '- '-h'
'C<, ;;'0, l~ lS J.alr ~o say, lsn ~ l, na~ c "lS

;"Jachine, or this electronic equipment, \lhatever it is,

might have thousands and thousands of legal applica-

tions and --

A

Q

Yes, indeed.

And, maybe there are others. But, one appli-

cation is illegal. That is use of it with the tele-

phone?

A iIhere circumvention of billing and that type

of procedure is involved, yes, sir.

Q Right. Now, the fact that somebody owns one

of these mini-computers, even with the equipment ShOiH1

in, say, Commonwealth's 2, is absolutely no indication

that there is telephone fraud being practiced With the

cOlJputer?

A T'hat is correct.
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This is roughly analagous to a person owning

a crow bar, isn't it? I mean, a CroW bar is some-

thing that has one illegal use and a million legal

uses?

A

tions.

Completely.

MR. WESTERVELT: I have no other ques-

MR. GOLDSTEIN: I have one other ques-

tion, sir.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. GOLDSTEIN:

Q Do you still have this equipment, these

tapes in your custody?

A

Q

A

Q

Yes, sir, they're in our vault.

In New Jersey?

Yes, sir.

This is under the custody of the Bell Tele-

phone Company?

A In my custody -- Mr. Heintze and myself and

two other people have the combination to the lock on

the door. It is secured in our evidence repository.

Q And, you got this from the Pennsylvania State

Police. Is that right?

A

Q

Yes, sir.

Was this at your request?



A

Q

A

Q

100

No, sir.

Was this at their request?

Yes, sir.

Was it accompanied with any Court order, this

stuff you got?

A Only with the Commonwealth inventory.

Q Thank you, sir.

A There was a -- let me make one mention.

There was a request for laboratory analysis form. I

might add that we perform services of this type as a

regular thing. We perform examinations for the FBI.

We perform examinations for --

Q Telephone fraud cases?

A Telephone fraud and wire fraud cases, and

it's not unusual for us to receive a request for

examination

Q In other words, you examine evidence relat-

ing to your company's claim as fraud. Is that

right?

A Relative to our area of expertise. Now

Q Your area of expertise is fraud against the

telephone company, right?

A My area of expertise is strictly telephone

technology. And, that's all I ever testify to.

Q But, when you examined this evidence of the
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Pennsylvania state police, you were examining it to

determine that that is fraud to the phone company,

right?

A That it does or does not have that capability.

And, as I say, at this point our examination is on

going.

Q And, it is inconclusive at this point, too,

right?

A We see things that have a definite sense of

direction.

Q But, you haven't found anything yet, have

you?

A

Q

A

Q,

A

Q

please.

A

Q

We're working hard on it.

But, you haven't?

We're working.

But, have you found it?

We're working.

Have you found it, yes or no? Then explain,

Make it lOOk like we are --

Let me hear a yes or no first, whether you

found it.

A Yes or no is not a good answer to your ques-

tion. We are --

Q Is this one finger or is it two fingers?



A Yes; sir~ Y~u've S0t oue finger up_

A

One f inge:e,

R.,°r:>' -::-
.I. .c..c 11 u •

Q

A

Q

Is this ODe finger or no fingers?

~hatt8 Z81"'O.

s~~ you can tell the different there, right

no'\) , is that c,Jr.l:-;ect J you can tell tile c:ifference

between one finger or no fingers?

A

Q Naw, can you tell the difference between if

this C'JEJputel'l cen make an illegal phone call p1'1esently

or 1Jhether it can't presently?

A

nU"C.:l0e-r.

T'l[e completed ·'.)ne call that i:J8nt to an eOO

N~D} what happens beyond that point we are

l1Jt e.t this lJoint ca ,.,~liJl c ,,",00
'1-"(.;'. -'-" ....;1,

Q 30, :/OU1'l anSld61" \'lould be that l'light nOi;·} , as

DE said before, na, yau can't testify as to whether

it can make illegal calls, right?

A You caIl..not lJut my answer in my mCluth because

I would not say that. I can say only that ,Ie are

headed in a direction that \Jill reveal that or \lill not

1'l8veal it.

Q But, you don't knOI] nOli, do yClU?

A Bo. That I S right. ~'l8 don!t lD'1"'J 1;] now.
( ..\ ......

And~ if yau were to testify under oath, can
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,

maKe

IJ3

an illegal phone call, based

on your prior state of knowledge, what would your

ans1Ver be?

A

A

Pr::Jbabl y yes.

And, 1Vhat is it based on?

Our exaI11ination to this point.

And, will you tell me how this could make an

illegal c2.11? I caution y::Ju no1V, sir, because you

previously testified that you can't show -- you can't

tell whether this computer can make an illegal call

presently.

A By anSv'ler ,Iould be pr::Jbably yes, and I 'liould

use both ,lords.

REve you been able to make an illegal call

with it up to da,te?

A We have made an 800 call.

Have you been able to make an illegal call

with it up to this date?

~ We're working on it.

Q Yes or no?

MR. GOLDSTED~: Would you please direct

him to answer, Your Honor. I have asked him a direct

question, has he now been able to make any illegal

call::m this phone, and he says vie' l"e ,Iol"king on it.

And, I v'loule like a yes or no anS,ler because it is the



crux of this prosecution, Judge.

T:Elli COURT: Ans,\'ier the Question, please.

BY HR. GOLDSTEIN:

Q.

A

point.

Yes or no?

We have not made a blue box type call at this

And, you canlt testify that this machine

absolutely can make a blue box call, you just think it

u11ght be able to. Is that right?

A I just don't think, sir. I have indications,

and on here that there is something in here intentionally

to bring about blue box type fl"aud.

But, you don Itknow that it can be done, do

you, you think it can be done, but you donlt know it,

do you?

A vwen this case goes to trial weIll be in a

good position.

Q Sir, you are putting the horse before the

cart right now. You don't know that this can be done,

you just think so, right, am I right?

A

Q

How many times do you want me to restate that?

I want you to just give a direct answer. I

don't want you to loop around it, to use a phone company

term. Don't filter out your answer.

A At this point we have not succeeded in
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outpulsing a blue box call.

Q Thank you.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: That is all I have.

MR.-W"ESTERVELT: Nothing further.

THE COURT: Any other questions?

MR. ~~TERGIA: Yes.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY liIR. MATERGIA:

Q I believe that my question on direct examina-

tion was whether or not the equipment which you have

examined has the capabilities of making such a call.

A There are indications that that will -- that

that could be.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: I object to the use of

the word indications, Your Honor. Indications is

surmising, and that is not testimony in Court. The

word indications means he is guessing.

MR. ~~TERGIA: I think it is a perfectly

descriptive word. I think indications means that there

are things which he is able to determine, and it is a

perfectly acceptable Hay of a l'litness to describe hmv

he is able to conclude an answer to my question. I

Ivould ask that he would be able to c·::mtinue answering.

THE COURT: All right. I am going to

overrule his objection.
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Go ahead. Answer the question.

BY I1R. MATERG IA :

A Well, I think I already responded in that we

see things on this printout which are completely con

sistent with blue box type toll fraud. There are a

lot of things about this equipment that we don't under

stand, and we are in the process of trying to understand

just what it does do, what its capabilities are.

I1R. lf~TERGIA: Nothing further.

THE COURT: No further questions.

Do you want to call any other witnesses?

Do you have a question here?

RECROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. ImSTERVELT:

Q The last question by the Commonwealth, I

think, was to the capabilities of this machine. Is

that right?

A Yes.

Q And, I don't want to hash this over again

and again, but we have agreed that any computer has

this capability if it has a system to either make

sounds or wire pulses into a telephone?

A If it has the interface circuit that permits

this type of signal output, yes.

Q Or, you could put a speaker on it and have
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it makes these actual sounds?

A You've still got to have a generator to

produce those tones, yes.

Q So, any computer has that capability with

the proper interf'ace?

A

Q

With the proper interf'ace.

And, this computer we have been talking

about all through your testimony is the Apple computer?

A

Q

That I S correct.

Is that one Commonwealth's l?

Yes, it is. If' I might see my inventory list,

""'hich seems to have disappeared

MR. GOLDSTEIN: I have it, sir.

THE COURT: You can use this one.

BY MR. WESTERVELT:

A I'd like to refer to the thatls not the

only sheet. I have other sheets that are -- that I'd

like to refer to.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Well, I think these are

all the same, aren't they?

BY MR. 'vv-:ESTERVEL'r:

A Yes, it's the -- it's the Apple. That con-

sists of 23 and 2~ and various other -- Item 29,

various other components. But, it is not Item 7,
-.L /".co' -; ~ 1·.J.... l' i •
~vem 0 Q~ ~n~s lSw) wnlcn ~s the Sol. That IS dii'.ferent.
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Q It is not --

A It's not Item 7 and Item 6, which is this.

Q It is not tbe Sol computer terminal and

process or technology or the Sol resources manual?

A That's correct.

Q Tbank you.

MR.\{8STERVELT: I have no other ques-

tions.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Well, then I have one

otber question.

RECROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. GOLDSTEIN:

Q To date you have been able to establisb

all you have been able to do is make an outgoing call

with this computer. Is that right?

A That isn't all we've been able to establish.

Q. Hhat else have you been able to do telepbone-

wise with this computer other than make an outgoing

call?

A Yes, sir, we've produced a whole variety of

output systems which have driven our analyzer device

in rota.ry dia.ling and touch tone, and then a multi

frequency type language, which is not totally consistent

with the telephone network, but appears to have

certain other characteristics.
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MR. GOLDSTEIN: No other questions.

THE COURT: No other questions.

HR. MATERGIA: I have no fUl~ther questions.

(Witness excused.)

MR. ~~TERGIA: We rest, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Commonueal th rests.

Are you going to call any uitnesses?

MR. 1,",JESTERVELT: I am not going to call

any ':litnesses on behalf of IiII'. \Jloight.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: No witnesses, Your

Honor.

THE COURT: No witnesses.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Judge, I point to the

testimony of the Commoll\Jealth in this very long hear-

ing where they are charging conspiracy, but yet they

can't show who, if anyone, made phone calls, a house

uhich was inhabited at the time of the Search by ue

don1t [mol" haw many, four, five, six, maybe eight

people, same of whom came walking up later, some of

whom were there when the police came in. I believe

the testimony was that at the time of the search Mr.

Wright and two or three others uere in the house, and

that Mr. D~~aper came up later ':lith some others. So ,

(j
Ive have at least four or five different people placed

in t118t house.
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The Gommomleal th has not been able to

sho~ that my client made a phone call. They showed

that he's in the house. They ShOI'l that he possibly

claims a computer ~hich can make phone calls, but

there has been no showing that this computer was

employed to make any phone calls.

Now, he is charged With conspiracy with

Andrew wright. I submit to the Court that there has

been no evidence as to any conspiracy between these

people to do anything other than to inhabit the same

general physical space, being a house, that they both

"ere there at a given time. They have not been shown

to have made any phone calls together, to have joined

forces in mal{ing any phone calls together, to have

done anything illegal. I think that is an absolute

mischarge.

Possessing devices for theft to tele

communications service, that is Section what, 910, I

believe, 01" something like that, of' the code.

THE COURT: That is 910.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: Nmq, that is "lHitten

very generally, possessing any instrwuent, apparatus,

equipment or device designed to adapt, which can be

used for commission of a theft of telecommunications

services. And, if we read that the way it is written,
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it. would be unconstitutional because it is too general

because anything can be used to steal telec8mmunications

services, any tape recorder can be used for that. 30

that anybody who owned a tape recorder could be found

guilty of this crime because any tape recorder can be

employed to play signals or tones into a phone. So,

to give the legislature a little bit of credit, we

would assume that they 'ilould mean this to read any

deVice which is used for that purpose. And, the

Commonwealth has not proved this stuff seized was used

for that purpose. So, it has been proved that it can

make a phone call, but the phone call they have made,

as testified, \,as a legal phone call, a phone call to

an 800 number. They mas' have attempted to extend that

phone call. They haven't been able to. With all of

his humphing and hawing and all of his talk, Mr.

Hopper, when you get right down to the bottom line,

says he thinks he can do it, but we haven't been able

to do it ourselves.

Now, maybe they are still working with

it, maybe they \vill never find it, maybe it doesn't

exist. But, maybe isn't enough even for a prima fa,cie

case. A prima facie case has to be SOill1d and found

on evidence, evidence that a crime was committed.

And, just because he claims that this has the capability,
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it might be able to do an illegal act, is not sUf-

ficient -- is not sUfficient unless it is shown that

it was used for some illegal act. It is not illegal

to make a phone call with a computer. It is not

illegal to employ devices to make phone calls. It is

illegal to make illegal phone calls, but there has

been no evidence that this machine makes illegal phone

calls. And, Mr. Hopper testified that although it

may have the capability and they say it may be able

to, as of this date, as of this hearing, they absolutely

don't know that it does. And, they can't prove that

it does. And, at the time of the arrest they certainly

didn't know that he could or did. I think that charge

can't stand, possessing instruments of a crime. What

crime has he committed? What crime have they proved

he has committed? If possessing an instrwnent of a

crime relates to possessing a machine which they

claim makes illegal phone calls, then I think possess-

ing instruments of a crime is brought improperly

because it relates to burglary tools and things like

that. And, the statute itself dealing with theft of

telephone service deals with possessing of the instru-

ment itself, and therefore would be dual prosecution.

You couldn't prosecute for possessing instruments of

a crime and also charge him for possessing this
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machine at the same time because it is the same crime.

So, I don't think they have shown possessing instru-

ments of a crime.

As far as trade secrets are concerned,

I imagine they are founding the trade secrets charge

on this book -- this booklet, which was testified to.

Now, I would note thst booklet is available to any

number of people. It is not marked secret, do not

disclose. It is just marked that basically it is a

property of the Bell Company, and it shouldn't be

disclosed ivithout vlritten a,greement. Now, the crime

theft of trade secrets relates to stealing something

which is a secret. But, if that which is stolen under

that act -- under that section of the act has been

disseminated to someone else, it is no longer a trade

secret. And, it is a complete defense for prosecution

for the defendant to knmv the information to show the

information comprised -- the trade secret Vias rightfully

known or available to him from a source other than

the OVlner of a trade secret. The Commonwealth, by its

oivn testimony, has indicated that this information is

disseminated to other phone companies by Bell, that

it is available to other parties Vlith Vlritten agree-

ment, as it says on the paper itself. So, by its very

term, this booklet is not a trade secret because it is
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disseminated to others by the owner. And, written on

the front of it is a statement that indicates it is

disseminated to others. So, therefore this does not

come under the definition of a trade secret. And, a

trade secret is identified in the Act, confidential,

and has not been publ ished . And, 131 so, the Common-

weal th was unable to determine -- to tell that that

was a trade secret because they weren't able to state

whether this, in fact, was currently applicable. It

is a year and a half old. It was a preliminary draft.

We don't know whether it is still applied in the phone

company hierarchy. And, it has not been shown to be

a trade secret in that it is so highly confidential

that it is not disseminated to other people. And, in

fact, I believe that the witness himself testified

Mr. Beam testified that in the scientific community

there has been writing about this type of thing. I

just don't think they have made a prima facie case out

of any charge at all, certainly not as to conspiracy,

certainly not as to testimony of this because they

don't know who made the phone calls.

And, take this Court, you would have to

guess if you were to say that either he made the phone

calls or he made the phone calls or I made the phone

calls or he made the phone calls. They don't know who
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made the phone call s.. Jlnd, they haven't been able to

show who m~de them. So, I just think that the Common-

wealth's prosecution maybe is a little premature. If

they had tapes, by the way, why didn't they play them,

to sho"i "iho made these phone calls?

T~ COURT: Mr. Westervelt.

~ill. villSTERVELT: Squire, I think that

everything Mr. Goldstein says is correct. But, I

don't represent Mr. Draper. So, my opinion on that is

really kind of irrelevant to the decision that you

have at this point. All during this healoing I have

been very impressed with Trooper Harris' investigation

and the pictures and the llay everything was inventoried

and done ver J nicely. No technical problems with this

prosecution whatsoever. But, the only problem 8S far

as Mr. Wright is concerned is that they have said

absolutely nothing that ties him into this whole thing.

I mean, as sWl1ing the iwrst about the whole program

here, there were some calls made. Now, nobody has

said 1'1ho made them, and clearly they haven't attributed

them to Mr. Tlright. The police agree -- or Nr. Beam

agrees -- I think that l1as the name that this ,'18S

the computer that l]aS identified to be Mr. Wright's.

And L'nc "Oe IN;v ...... .L· u no phone interface on this computer.

There is nothing directing this to telephone lines at
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all. Mr. Hopper says that -- or agrees with me when

I say that a computer like this is something like a

crow bar, it has millions of legal applications and

one or two illegal applications. This is agreed by

everybody to be Mr. Wright's computer, nothing even

connecting it to a phone line. You recall that I

questioned Mr. Beam on the search of the house. I

said you searched Mr. -- this is a house that Mr.

Goldstein says was occupied by more than one person,

or at least two people, Mr. Draper and Mr. Wright.

I said did you search Mr. Wright's bedroom.

Yes, he ,vas there at least when it vias

searched.

Anything seized from there.

No, not one thing on the inventory was

seized out of Mr. Wright's bedroom, the space that is

uniquely under his control.

The computers are in a common area

according to what Mr. Beam says, so anybody has access

to them. So, I iVould say in the general case attri

buting what is done on either of these computers to

any particular person can't be done because they can't

say who did it, and they are -- there is more than one

person there. Anybody can apparently use these. But,

in any event, Mr. \-fright owns one of thei3e, but it is
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not connected to the telephone. It has nothing try do

with the telephone. There is nothing illegal about

this setup. Mr. Wright has nothing even connecting

it to a phone line, so I am at a loss to say why they

felt they had the right to seize this thing, never

mind why they feel that this gives them the right to

charge this man with theft of services and all these

tagalong charges that are involved here. Clearly, the

only thing they can say about Mr. Wright was that he

leased this house -- or subleased the house. That is

the only thing they have shmVil in this case.

NOi'i, there are t"lW defendants here. As

I said, I agree vlith what Mr. Goldstein said about Hr.

Draper. But, vlhatever doubt there is about Mr. Draper

-- I agree that there is no prima fa.cie case against

him. There is nothing -- no case whatsoever, never

mind a prima facie case against Mr. itJright. I asked

the JUdge to consider in making her decision what

these witnesses said. They didn't talk abClut Mr.

'dright. The only mention to him vias vlhen they came to

make the search that he was there. And, he said this

is my computer, the one "llith no phone interface. J.nd,

nobody has denied that -- nobody has made any dispute

about any of his statements. There is nothing here

at all against Mr. Wr'ight, absolutely not one thing.
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And, I canlt imagine, Squire, how you could, respect-

rully, ever find a prima facie case on what they pre-

sented against Mr. Wright.

THE COURT: Attorney· Hatergia.

~ll~. ~lliTERGIA: Squire, I think in this

Case you have to examine the testimony, chiefly that

of Mr. Beam. Commonwealth's second witness testified

really only to the capabilities of this computer to

invade the Bell System, the capabilities of itself

to invade the Bell System. l\1r. Beam testified as to

the possessory aspects of that -- the one ,ve call the

Apple computer, as belonging tQ Hr. Draper. He testi-

ried Hr. Draper indicated it was his computer, and

we put into evidence a photograph of the computer

device and hOvl -- as well as testimony in a photograph

as to how it waS connected to the system in and of

itself.

I think that makes out possessory offense

with regard to the Section 910 statute. I have a

question in my mind as to the trade secrets charge

against Mr. Draper, and I am sure Squire does likewise.

There was considerable testimony from Mr. Beam in this

c~ase that Andrell '·Iri8ht he.a the nlr~:lber -- the Canadensis

exchange number to which the various pen register --

fr~D the pen r8gists~ they were able to dete~GineJ
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one, fl"o.m that J.)ho.n8 calls ueloe placed 0.11 various

states. T~Q, that the calls were identified to 8

nUi.i1beI' other than the one in '()hich the~T 'Jere placed

tr')-LJ. That suggests a fraudulent aspect in and of

itself. Three, that the calls went into an 800 exchange,

and fOUlo, that by l'lay of the pen register's unique

identification process, that it \'Ias employed by 'day of

an illegal device, a blue box or red box. And, I

think that in and of itself makes out the Commonwealth I s

case of telephone communications fraud.

lie had three or four instances l,here

numbers other than the one that vias used lias operatar

identified, and calls uere then tapped into 800 lines.

I think that the Commomlsal th' s evidence as to the

capabilities of this computer are admittedly somewhat

weak, but not so weak as to dislodge the prima facie

case that was presented here today.

I l'IOuld ask you to find a prima facie

case.

THE COURT: Now, are you speaking about

both defendants at this time?

MR. f~TERGIA: Yes, I am.

ThE COlJRT: At this time it is my ball

game, and I am going t'D talee about ten minutes just to

reViS1) this in m3i T:'liI10 and your arguments. And, I
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l'iill announce my cleclslon.

(Tl1ereupon a recess l'icS ta}cen.)

take a seat.

THE COURT: I think I am ready. Please

At this time I 1'7111 address .Mr. Draper.

Mr. Draper, I find probable cause for

a ~rima facie case against you for Dsnufacture,

distribLltion ar passessian of devices for thef't of

telecoiJn1unications services, theft of' services and

criminal canspiracy ta commit the abave crimes. I

bind you over for the consideratian of the Oourt of

Common Pleas in Stroudsburg.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: All the other charges

are dismissed, Your Honor?

TFlli COURT: Ye s .

.MIL GOLDSTEIN: ',{ill you announce that?

T}i~ COURT: Yes, 11-lill announce that.

I will dismiss the charge of theft of

trade secrets against you and possessing instruments

of the crime. There is no evidence to show that at

this time.

Mr. Wright, addressing myself to you,

Wortley Andreu Wright, Jr., I find prima facie

evidence in criminal conspiracy and theft of services

and bi~d you ~ver for further consideration of the
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Court of Common Pleas on those two charges. The

charges of manUfacture, distribution or p033essi~n of

devices for theft of telecommunications services,

possessing instruments of crime and theft of trade

secrets are dismissed.

Court is dismissed at this time.

HR. GOLDSTEIN: YOU1" Honor, may iW ask

a question? He has had bail set at $20,000 for mis

demeanors.

THE COuhT: Right.

MR. GOLDSTEIN: I think it should be

lower.

THE COURT: Right, I agree. We will

talk about bail with you at this time.

The rest of you may go.

We will set his bail at five for each

man.

(Concluded. )
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